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CAMPUS
Clues advance case
stha

treated
as a homicide.
Inv
rs are continuing

idee
Come for her
and have
_ interviewing numerous people, Olson

Investigators are slowly unraveling the

of Lonna Raye Angelel,
wife
of physical education professor Larry
Angelel, who has been missing for more
than a month now.
have been made to obtain

Since the disappearance, two searches

have been conducted on Larry Angelel’s
property. Rescue dogs were used ina Jan. 6
can of the 20-acrere parca in Fieldbrook.

a blood sample for DNA testing from

Thiel, the lead detective in the case, said

’s first husband, said Humboldt

each time the property was searched, inves-

County Sheriff's Detective Chris Thiel.
Earlier in the investigation
blood samples were taken from
Angelel’s son, who is from her

tigators found more information on Angelel’s
disappearance, but said he
could not reveal what they
found.
Anunata Carmelite Monastery in San Diego who has

first marriage, and her sister.

Angelel, 47, was last seen

Sunday, Dec. 17 about 8 p.m.

in Eureka. She wasdressedina
black sweater, a black pleated

skirt and black high heels.

known Angelel for five years
said in a telephone interview
from San Diego that Lonna
Angelel was annulling her 15year marriage to Larry Angelel
in order to join the monastery.
The nun, who preferred not

:

Her 1986 Nissan pickup
truck was found abandoned
the |
next day behind Al’s Eureka |
Truck Terminal. Human
blood was found in the bed of
the truck.
Through a process of elimination, Thiel
said investigators should be able to determine if the blood found in the back of
Angelel’s truck was hers. Results could take

to be named, said the last time

she had talked to Angelel they
had discussed the possibility of her joining
the monastery.
“It was very out of character for her to just
walk away,” she said. “She was very happy
the last time I talked to her.”
Angelel’s sister Janna Gerritzen said in a
telephone interview from Tacoma, Wash.
that Lonna was very happy with her life.
“She had too many reasons to stay,”
Gerritzen said. “Christmas was a week away
and that was a wonderful
time of the year—
es
for Lonna.”
Gerritzen said she is confident investigatorsare doing everything they can to find her

from six weeks to a month, he said.

“This is definitely going to be a DNA

case,” Thiel said.

Earlierin theinvestigatio n detectives were
trying to locate medical a
of lab tests

performed onAngelelin Oregon
and Washin; = in sedis to Sal er tans.
However, Humboldt County Sheriff's De-

tective Eric Olson said right now .investigators are focusing on obtaining DNA tests

sister.

because the results will be more definitive

“It’s been really hard to deal with but

than a blood type
“Blood type may rule someone out

whereas DNA

to search

we're dealing

with it here,” she said. “We

would justlike to find her so we can put her
to rest.”
Larry Angelel said he has not heard anyoe new
about the disappearance of his

is like a genetic finger print,”

Olson said.
Although detectives don’t know yet ifthe

wife

blood
was Angelel’s, the case is still being
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HSU student hospitalized
with infectious disease
Poem

scious and “mentally clear.” She is still in
the hospital as of Tuesday.

nor”

Although an HSU student remains hos-

Dr. Lawrence Frisch, medical chief of
staff of the Student Health Center, who

ministrators say there is no risk to students.
The 18-year-old freshman became seriously ill with meningitis — caused by
Neisseria meningitides —
three days after flying
“,

What is a meningococcal infection?
_Neisseriameningitides
—
oftenreferred
to as meningococcal
2
infection - may cause

italized in serious condition in San Diego _ has been working closely with Richmond
after being diagnosed Christmas Day with on the case, said she has also undergone
meningitis, Humboldt County health ad- _ major surgeries.

home for the holidays. It

One of the important

meningitis (infection

is not known whether she
became infected in Arcata
or San Diego.
However, Humboldt

:
°
points to remember is
there have been ne

ofthe meninges, or the
membranes that cover
the brain and spinal
cord). If not treated

County Department of

other

cases (on campus)

immediately (within

Public Health is not including her in its case
count but as a case in San
Diego, said Jennifer Richmond, RN, publichealth
nurse for the Humboldt

‘
SINCE her. if there was
:
going fo be an outbreak
—jf would have happened
"

24 to 48 hours) the
disease can be devastating. The disease affects one in 100,000
of the general population.

CountyPublicHealthDepartment.
“One of the important

'

already.
This kind ofdisease
JENNIFER
RICHMOND = 2"
kill quickly or sepublic health nurse
verely maim a person

points to remember is
there have been no other
cases (on campus) since her,” Richmond

said. “If there was going to be an outbreak it
would have happened already.”
Clusters of cases or outbreaks of meninmeningitis are rare in the United
States, according to the New York State
Department of Health.
This year Humboldt
County has had only
one case of meningococcal infection confirmed on Jan. 9 — a four-year-old Arcata
boy who has recovered from the illness. His
case was unrelated to the HSU freshman’s.
In 1995 there were six confirmed cases.
According to Dr. Michele Ginsberg, head
of epidemiology at the San Diego Public
Health Department the freshman is con-

— which is what happened to the freshman, Richmond said.

“If the bacteria gets into a part of the
body that cannot fight back, such as the
brain and the spine, there is a chance of
not surviving,” Frisch said.
“However, the survival rate with anti-

biotics (and early treatment) is 80 to 90

percent,” he said.
“What makes it highly worrisome is
how quickly people get ill,” Frisch said.
“Not very many diseases produce such
rapid infection.”
Frisch said what is particularly devastating about the disease is the body’s fight

See Meningitis, page 4 |

Once-drabby KRFH walls get jazzy facelift

Richard Latham
LUMBERJACK STAFF —

A mural depicting the jazz music culture now stands in the KRFH radio
station hallway where once only wrinkled posters with torn corners and
cobwebs were on display.
The title of the mural is Swingstreet and it was designed and painted by
Natalie Covert, an HSU art senior. She was helped by two friends, Chad
Smith and Mark Soderstrom, and Gary Melton, an HSU professor of radio
broadcast and production and KRFH advisor.
The mural, which was started Jan. 7 and finished Jan. 20, was inspired

or

1920 to 1950 jazz scene. The mural was funded by KRFH and its

stall.

“I'd like to think that this is more than just a mural,” Covert said. “Since

jazzisa big |influence in my life, this was a special opportunity and my
chance to do a jazz homage

“I also love to listen tojazs,”
to
added Covert, who photographs local
musicians. “I love the feeling, the improvisation that comes straigh
isclon
the heart.”
According to Melton, the mural givesa whole new attitude to the station.

“There seems tobeamore
“The mural adds to the vibe

Station

itive feeli ngaround here now,” Melton said.
of the station.”
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is also scheduled In the hall of the KRFH radio station in the basement of Gist Hall, HSU art senior Natalie Covert
radio station. stands beside her artistic expressions upon the wails.

in the class have registered
in the

See Carver, page 6
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KHSU & MUSIC DEPARTMENT'S
10th ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP
BENEFIT CONCERT
PM Jazz Big Band,
Mad River Transit Singers,
Symphonic
Band, Calypso Band
and the Humboldt Symphony Orchestra

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17
VAN DUZER THEATRE,
HSU 8 PM
Tickets: $7 General, $4 Students/Seniors
Call Music Dept. Office at 826-3531

mune system chemicals do

not exclusively
kill the bacteria but many other healthy
cells in the process.
“Much of the damage is
doneby the endotoxins (bac-

see any more cases on campus,”

he said. “We very much hope we
don’t see anymore.”
Prevention

teria) but the

said.

Richmond
said 25 percent
of the general population can
be carriers without ever contracting meningitis. They

carry it in the nasal pharynx

— or the back of the nose.
“The vast ma-

a oe There is no known reason why (the
gerous to organ freshman) got so sick. It is such a rare event.”
systems,”
he
said.
Results can be

LAWRENCE FRISCH
medical chief of staff at Student Health Center

failure and loss of body tissue and loss of circulation to
limbs frequently leading to
amputation.
Early symptoms of meningococcal infection include fever, severe headache, stiff
neck, nausea, vomiting, rash,

shaking, chills and lethargy.
Anyone experiencing these
symptoms should see a physician immediately to be
evaluated, especially ifa significantly high fever (101
degrees or higher) is accompanied by chills.

Many students have gone
in to the Health Center to be

evaluated for symptoms but
no other diagnoses of meningococcus have been made on
campus this year.
“We are trying to be very,
very vigilant
about this even
though the risk has passed,”

jority of people

who have the in-

fection
don’t
come down with

any symptoms,”
Frisch

“Only

lung and kidney

Unlike most infections —
which can linger in an infectious
way outside the body making it
possible for someone in the same
room to catch it — meningococcus bacteria do not live long outside the body, Frisch said.
“The bacteria lives an hour at
most outside the body,” he said.
“You can’t really catch it without
contact with saliva.”
Meningococcal bacteria is
spread by infected saliva and
other respiratory tract fluids directly contaminating the nose and
mouth. It is most likely to spread
through family and close living
arrangements.
“The closer people are living,
the more likely it is to spread,”
Frisch said.
Students are being warned not
to share drinking glasses, water
bottles, toothbrushes, Cigarettes,

sodas, beers, pipes or any other
items in which the transmittal of

saliva can occur.

High Value items
Auctioned at 9:00 a.m.

in

Risk factors
Frisch said a variety of factors can contribute to a
higher risk factor:
¢ ifa person has other viral
infections oracold
that could
lower their immune system

¢ smoking is a risk factor

because it damages mucous
membranes which help

guard against infection
¢ people who have had

their spleens removed seem
to have a higher risk.
“There is no known rea-

son why (the freshman) got
so sick,” Frisch said. “It is
such a rare event.”
The Student Health Center urges students to go in to

beevaluated
ifthey think they
show any of the symptoms.

Goodwin Forum

Jewelry, Clothing,
Sporting Equipment, etc.

one

bor the germs become seriously ill.”

Saturday, February 10th |

8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.

said.

10,000 to 20,000 of the
people who catch and har-

UPD FOUND
PROPERTY SALE
(Nelson Hall)

|.a. |

“cold season” Richmond

GRIEVANCE

TRIBUNALS

=n

The problem is the im-

winter and early spring, or
what is typically known as

=

said.

to give antibiotics for the first 24
hours. We are being more vigilant the first months after the initial case thanwe would beat other
times.
“However, we don’t expect to

@©

years, students wishing to enroll

puts out an immense amount
of fire power for the purpose
of killing the bacteria,” he

fever we are especially cautious

Odds of contracting
meningococcus
ny.
me infection
typically occurs during fall,

—_m

The deadline for submitting a
story was Nov. 1, and in previous

veloping infection the body

is that when we see people with a

oe

nator Dorte Jensen said.

against it.
Tote dedlee to fight the de-

Frisch said. “Our side of caution

tit
A
=
oe OO

“There
is creative reading
as well
as creative writing,” famed U.S.
author Ralph Waldo Emerson
once said, voicing a sentiment felt
by many students helping to judge
entries in the Raymond Carver
short story contest.
In 13 groups of six to seven readers, approximately 90 students
enrolled in English 470 have volunteered to read, and through a
process of elimination, choose the
best 10 of an estimated 800 en-

With a 25-page maximum for
each story, every readerin the class
will receive two units of credit for
his or her time and energy.
“Usually the contest spans over
two semesters, and this year it’s
only spanning over one,” coordi-

¢Continued from page 3
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HSU staff member dies
Byjonathan
Soleo!
of in the department,“ seid ris
I

Ardene Hall, the HSU depart-

Watson, assistant director of busi-

ment of housing
and dining secretary for 17 years, died Tuesday. She was 65.

ness services for Lumberjack Enterprises. “Everyone had lots of
be
for her.”

disease and a recent stomach sur-

was currently

As

at parent

with Parkinson’s

gery had left Hall ini
ill health, and had prompted
her
retirement
two years ago from the
secretarial position she began in
1967.
“She was very caring,” said Rita
Limmer,

of Hous-

ing and Dining cashier and a
friend of 25 years.

“She was a

mother figure for me and for a lot
of people who worked there.”

fone,

erie the Sodsine of her
house. She was also fond of trivia
hale

was a trivia expert,“

said John Capaccio, associate di-

rector for housing. “She had a
quiet demeanor, but was an excel-

lent detail person.”

Hall is survived by her husband,

Austin, two sons, a daughter and

two sisters.

PHOTO COURTESY
OF LOIS WATSON

Ardene Hall

ulbrigh t Fellowship celebrates its
50th year o f educational exchange
world to lecture and exchange
ideas, interested HSU faculty
members have planned festivities
in April or March honoring the
Fulbright Exchange Program

@ HSU instructors
among those who
have participated
in fellowship.

Thisp jeiaialeanasiain

oth

War if ss-tret of the sopenntio ns

owed the United States by many

By Les Kamm
(UMBERJACK
STAFF
SSS
Celebrating 50 years of sending
American scholars around the

western European countries including Italy, France and England.
“As far as I’m concerned it was
the only good thing to come out of
World War II,” said English pro-

Full

fessor John Turner whois the acting dean of research and graduate
studies at HSU.
Turner was being facetious
about the consequences of that
war but not about his estimation
ofthe importance of the Fulbright
Exchange Program that began as
a result of the efforts of Senator
William Fulbright of Arkansas in

Open
6 a.m. to Midnight, Everyday.
1618 G Sc, Arcata * 822-8712
2021 Sth St, Eureka * 445-3334

1946.

See Fulbright, page 8

Color

kinko’s:

Your branch office

to those people on campus who assisted in making
our 1996 HOP programs a success. You deserve
recognition and our gratitude.
Seyeyt

Orientation

Coordinating Commitee

NW

Lee Bowker® June Camozzi* Randi Darnall-Burke*John Erikson* Dennis Geyer® Marilyn Hoover
Diane Andersone Sharon Bonino*
Reese HugheseTerri Jordan* Becky KalaleTara Mare Pat McConkey Stan Mottaz* Sherry Oshnere Lily Owyang* Vicky Paul

Dan Saveliffe Edward "Buzz" WebbeSusan White
e Rudebucke
Linda PhillipsRon

People

Counselors

Campus

Richard Woods¢Gene Rivers and Crew
John Erikson and Crew
Plant Operations and Crew

Fred Mercado*Tom LyleeBarbara Cousins* Lynne Murphy
Adolfo Chaideze¢ Stacey MarshalleKim CollinseCameron

Tiffiny Rigsby*Gina Haney* Marianne Barttlow® Natalia Fritas

Admissions and Records and Crew

Jovita Ybarra* Dawn Holte Patrick BlansoneKris Huey

students
Soe al

on

POS

Salied

. HOP
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ketball Game/Slam
Dunk Contest

will be held Friday at 7 p.m. in the
East Gym. The purpose of this
event is to raise money to help
offset the cost of Black History

Month activities. Admission is $3
for general admission,
$2 with student ID. Bring in a can of food for
$1 off admission.

ssasetetetsts
esse sees.

Events scheduled

Monday night is movie night

for Black History

with a tribute to African-American
films. It will be held in Founders
Hall room 118.

February is Black History
Month and to celebrate
the accomplishments and history of African-

Giant-scale map
The HSU Geographic Society

American men and women, HSU

is sponsoring a series of events
t the month.
“Black Expressions,”
an evening
of music, oration and song — both
written and interpreted by African
American students — will be held
tonight in Music 130 at 6 p.m.
“African Images Past and
Present” — a display of African
artistry and artifacts— will be on
exhibit in the library’s horizontal
cases until Friday.

teow

wil

of the world Friday. The map
fill the East Gym.
Schools from the community

il be participating in fun and

games. For more information call
the Geography Departmentat 826-

$946.

Volunteers needed
Volunteers are still needed to

The Northv. South All-Star Bas-

See Campus clips, page 9

LUTHERAN
COLLEGE

pasion

sto see

eae
ov
own, without being forced,”
am
White said.

Melissa Tucker, tei tennedliaids

plinary studies junior at HSU, was

among the students who consulted

?”

ampus

¢ Continued from page 4

readers have almost three months

fall but received credit the following semester.
“There’s atwo-tier process for
the judging,” said Kim Griswell,
faculty adviser for HSU’s Toyon

to choose their favorites, but the

“All of the stories that come in
are read by groups of student
readers and (the contest) is conducted as a class.”
With their last meeting scheduled for April 29, the student

or

Anima] Hoy,

‘b2
Pevdheral
i

oe

iaa i

A

Scat

Pile Ae

“ascent

ee
oe Oe

ieee

a 35 T5

Valente,

3g
.

1701 rt eon Arcata
sot Stores Gn Sones Wah

cee

“satemaee

final decisions won't be made until the end of May.
According
to student readerand
English senior Jeff Landen, the
final judge changes each year. This
year’s top stories will be sent to
former HSU English professor
Vince Gotera.
The contest is named after
American author and poet
Raymond Carver, a former HSU

|

toch

student who donated $50 toward

the contest in its first year, Jensen
said.
“He’s pretty much considered

to be the premier American short
story writer,” Griswell said.

Carver depicted the every day

lives of blue-collar workers in his

stories. Following this literary tradition, most entries in the contest

“tend to be personal stories and/

or growth done in a myriad of
ways,” Landen said.

softy

The Lumberjack
Thesis work and material for a

presentation
on Friday wereamong
the

stolen

items

The marine

bi

ogy senior’s

for

Sean

and zool-

was found

by library staff

and he

was soon reunited
with his

Wednesday, Feb. 7, 1996
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in it Jan.
25.

e Late report:
a living

ladies

ated’

tama

cod

over to UPD Jan. 20. The firework was found in a residence
hall on The Hill during end-ofsemester
room checks. The exact room it came from is not

ings. “In the period of 24 hours I

The stakes are
are heating up
for pyrotechnoids in Sunset
and Redwood Hall. M-80 type
fireworks were detonated out6

had four ulcers,” he said.
had no cash
in the

backpack
and nothing was miss-

found to be using Joy dish washing soap. Environmental Health

last semester, with no change

“pucmeca
Possession of

an explosivive
ona
e campus
isa felony
under
law, punishable by 2 to5 6
in jail, Sgt.
Ray F
seaiuarasand undetonated
fireworks have been recovered
and are
examined to see
if they meet

standards as

explosives, instead of a firejr classification, Sgt. Ray
agot said. The determination

aoa partially on weight.
“Somebody’s going to get

hurt ... the people doing that
are nuts,” Fagot said.

An officer was on foot patrol
near Sunset Hall about mid-

night on Jan. 26 when an explosive was detonated nearby.
Housing has since reported
problems twice and Sunday
evening an anonymous caller
reported fireworks being
thrown out ofa third floor Sunset Hall window. A room was
checked. No firecrackers were
found, however a bong was

confiscated
Library thefts

and Safety was contacted. Verdict: Joy soap is non-toxic. The

¢ A woman reported
a car was
i

possessions
never be left unattended, but
if it’s
unavoidable, a friend should keep
a watchful eye.

Assault
e A female residence hall stu-

dent was the victim of an assault

near the Jolly Giant Creek bridge
on the Cypress trail Thursday
evening.

The woman was pushed and
threatened before she fled. The
suspect is a white man with a slim
build and no facial hair and the
bridge of his nose was swollen.
He was wearinga
dark cap, white

T-shirt with a checkered flannel
shirt and dark pants. UPD recommends people
walk with someone

when its dark or call for a UPD
escort, available 24 hours
a day at

826-3456.

© On Jan. 24 two Cypress Hall
residents reported themselves as

two weeks, three of them on

victims of an unknown annoying
phone caller. The calls have persisted since the beginning of the
semester.

Monday.
“It’s really picked
up ... we
need to get _ word) out

er
ing to

Thefts are on the rise in the

HSU library. Five backpacks
have been swiped in the last

there,” Fagot said

e At the Range Management

ee
water tank

mnstounduidha focniipSnereneal

parked
too close to hers
Sunset lot on Jan. 26. The

ing officer advised that
her vehicle was also illegally
parked. Appropriate warnings

were given.
© A false fire alarm soundedin
Pepperwood Hall Jan. 26, possibly triggered by students
water balloons.
e Shortly after midnight Jan.
26 oil was reported being poured
onto a campus roadway. It was
roadway gravel being washed

away.
e About 1 a.m. Thursday a
ladder was reportedly spotted
underneath
an open window outside Gist Hall. Theladdertumed
out to be inside the building.
UPD secured the window.
¢ A Willow Hall resident
heard
a “crash” about 2 a.m. Sunday
and saw a car with two flat tires

movingin
the Creekview lot. The

vehicle was last seen westbound
on Granite Avenue.

¢ Late Sunday night the lights
in the HSU Library were found
left
on and the doors secure. Library staffwas contacted
thenext
day, this being the second occurrence this semester.

Compiled
by Andrew I. Jones
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Fulbright

releases fen wyerial cwards.

© Continued
from page 7
HSU faauley members whi, have

beens Fulbright scholars inciude
Pree Alfred J. Guillaurne Jr..
ashen hergy prohewen TV wreuntrs
McMillan and political science

prhesvn San Senmmtag,

¢
Spring

Renaic

Turner wert t Bulgaria as a
lecturer at Veliker Turnovo Uni-

The bug winner of the evermng

w2a Seemann. he took home $65.
“Thus group is the closest thing
“ friends | know.” Pincsak said“Tve watched thew children grow
wD. Graduate and become adults.

We've grown old together. Over
the vears I've

to love them

all. My frend would be completely
satisfied with how I spent the

"

“pm Gate
SU,
YOK

ears

veruty.
“| knew more about

than the people at the U.S. Embassy because the Bulgarians all
thought the embassy was full of
spies,” saad Turner.

Guest
HSU in
fisheries
Sonntag

lecturers have come to
the disciplines such as
and wildlife. In exchange
went to India and Nepal

AVED YOU

in 1993 and 1994, McMillan went
to Kenyain 1985 and modern
language Professor James Gaasch is
presently in Morocco.
“The Fulbright Exchange Program is very important because it
promotes
ing and diplomatic relations throughout the
world,” Turner said.
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Trustees pass remedial policy
influenced the trustees to revise their origi-

@ CSU will work with
K-12 to reduce

number of college students working
with K-12 students and assessing stu-

“The old plan was really unrealistic in its
and would have cut into (CSU) access

number of students

issues,” he said.

He said that the

in remedial courses.

=

between

dent progress through early assessment tests.

Ralph Pesqueira, trustee and chair-

policy includes the part-

man of the
education,
view from
with what

the CSU and K-12 sys-

elaine Eastin, state superintendent of

public instruction stated in a press release,
After two years of research and

He said the committee's original

“We need to reknit the systems back together,” she said. “For toolong each system

public hearings, the California State

subcommittee on remedial
said in a telephone interSan Diego, “I’m pleased
we have.”

timeline for the reduction in the
courses,
which include English 50 and

University Board of Trustees has
decided upon a remedial education policy that intends to eliminate the need for the courses by
strengthening the K-12 system.
At its Jan. 24 meeting, the
board unanimously approved the
policy, which includes a timeline
stating that by 2001 there will be
a 10 percent reduction in the
number of students who need re-

Math
40 and 44at HSU,
was too

ambitious.
Hesaid thenew policy, “sends
“The old plan was really unrealistic in
the same message out that we're
its goals and would have cut into (CSU)
serious about the quality of students that enter CSU campuses.”
FRANK WADA
He said it causes him tremenstudent trustee
dous frustration that kids graduate from high school and cannot
perform basic skills such
as readmedial work. By 2004 the numing,
writing
and
arithmetic.
has thought itself apart from each
ber will be reduced by 50 percent and
“There is no excuse in this counother...this system (CSU) crashes and
by 2007 only 10 percent ofincoming
try” for students to go through 12
freshman will be permitted to enter burns if we don’t strengthen K-12.”
years of school and not be prepared to
A task force, which will meet for the first
ing remedial work.
do college work, he said.
Frank Wada, student trustee
at San

time Friday at CSU Stanisluas, has been

Jose State University, said, “The new
eline really came out of the public
Seaman

formed to create a plan for the K-12 that will
better prepare students for higher education.
Some of the steps the task force may be
looking into improving within the K-12 sys-

There
were six public hearings held

at different CSU campuses across the
state last year. CSU employees, K-12
employees and students gave testimonials in support of the courses and

He said, “I think the idea that the

CSU can spearhead this issue is absolutely unrealistic.”

and community resources, increasing the

a

Hi

participate in focus groups aimed at improving services provided by the HSU Library.
The sessions have begun and will continue through February. At each meeting
raffles will be held awarding one participant
a free video rental at Figueiredo’s Video
Movies. Another participant at each session
will be given tickets for CenterArts events.
A $50 gift certificate will be raffled offtoa
participant from all the groups combined.
Volunteers will spend no more than two
hours at a session and refreshments will be
served.

Student Association representative,
said that remedial education seems
solved as far as the trustees are concerned.

ter preparing teachers, utilizing professional

if

¢ Continued from page 6

Ted Mulhauser, California State

tem include, better uses of technology, bet-

,
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Cyberspace invades HSU tomorrow
aoe,

Internet junkies and photo fanatics are joining forces at HSU
inthe“24 Hours
in Cyberspace”
project happening tomorrow.
With world-wide participation, the goal is to illustrate

through photography the impact
the Internet
has made in people’s
lives.
Students will take pictures exploring various themes of
Internet usage, scan them onto
computers, and build a site for
HSU which will be accessible
around the world.
The project is modeled after
the “Day in the Life” book series

images for a particular
area to
—_—

nity for students to participate.

“I’m hoping it will be a learning experience for students, and
we're lucky we have the technol-

“The interesting
part of this is
trying to translate the whole idea
of the Internet into photo-

ogy available,” Seemann said.

eee.
this is the way it’s going to be.”
Seemann
flyers around
campus and recruited interested
students from the journalism department in preparation for the
project.
Students were then assigned

graphs,” said Keith Sheffield, a

journalism junior involved in
coordinating the photography
assignments for the project.
“The other neat thing about
this is that it will get student photos out where a
number of
people can see them,” he said.
Howard Seemann,
The Lum-

assignments to gathering ideas,
all of which will culminate in a
24-hour window when the
project will actually be uploaded
onto the Internet.

berjack advisor, and Mark
Larson, Journalism Department
Chair, came across the project
while using the Internet. Both
said they saw a great opportu-

Once

on the Internet, the

ius

T

Ma baner inctinas ct

“You can share

with

in New York, will —_ ever
aroundyone
the world, and it

build theofficial site includinga
directory for each school’s site.

From there they will select the
best stories to incorporate into

the official starting location on
the web.

—_ happensalmostinstantly,”he
said.
© “Our expect
is ation
that students
go beyond the familiar paths and
—_— explore all kinds of connections,

aa

discoveries

about

After this is completed, the
project headquarters will de-

Veda dbe tobias
—_ pushing students to look at the

“Thechallengehereis tomake
thewholecyberspacethinghap-

ture of somebody sitting in front of
—_a mainframe,” he said. “It is also a

velop the permanent web site,a
book and Sa CD-ROM.
pen,” Larson said. One of the

Internetdi
“We want to go beyond a pic-

good opportunity to generate in-

benefits, he said, is the immedi-

terest in the programs we have

atenature ofthe project that lacks

going on here.”

the time commitment involved

which uses 24 hours worth of

Campus e-mail policy: anything does not go
tion by e-mail is the same as any other comBy Andrew I. Jones

THIS WEEK EDITOR

A campus e-mail policy in the works may
surprise those who think “anything goes.”
The policy was hastened by misuse, like
an incident last spring where a male student
typed threatening messages to a woman
through campus e-mail.
The student used an e-mail account on a
system outside California, accessing it
through the campus network. The messages
used an obviously fake user name and mentioned personal information about the
woman, said UPD Officer Rick Schulz.

The message content was “ambiguous as
to its intent, but it was enough to be frighten-

ing,” he said.

Computing and Telecommunications
Services (C.A.T.S.) and the University
Police Department worked to later identify the

sender and Student Affairs handled the
matter from there.
Some students don’t realize communica-

Date
Feb. 14-16
Wed-Fri.

Time
10 a.m.-

3 p.m.

munication, said Drew Meyer, HSU Com-

puter Science senior. He and another student assisted UPD in tracking the unknown
student.
“It’s (the sameas) going to someone’s
face
and saying it ... if you get caught, you deal
with the consequences,” Meyer said.

As manager of a state resource intended
for educational purposes, C.A.T.S. Director Bill Cannon said the decision of acceptable use for the Axe e-mail system isn’t up to
students. “It’s my decision, not theirs,” he

said. ,

The e-mail policy “will actually define a
rane
because itwill clearly defin ¢ expectations of
what is inappropriate and how infractions

are handled, he said.

Currently, prohibited uses of e-mail include harassment and unrequested “broadcast messages” sent to many people at a
time.

“We've had something of an obscene nature that’s been broadcast out to multiple
people... randomly blasting out a message

(

>

as,

a

to 80 people at a time and we get a whole
slough of complaints when that happens,”
he said.
In a recent case a student was sending
chain letters to users cautioning that bad
luck would befall the receivers if the messages weren't forwarded to other users, said
UPD Sgt. Ray Fagot.
The unrequested messages drain resources because they spread out like a pyramid, Cannon said. “Pretty soon you get
tremendous numbers of messages running
around the system for no good purpose, it
slows the whole computer down.”

Fagot said the student’s “attitude was that
‘well this is a campus system,
I can do whatever I want unless there’s some published
law’ and therein lies the rub.”
No state law addresses e-mail use, but the

state attorney general
utes for phones and
cable to e-mail. The
pected to amend the

has said existing statpostal mail are applistate legislature is excomputer crimes sec-

tion of the California Penal Code
to include

these new types of infractions.

Reports of misuse have been infrequent,

Te haar

bul

ae as

os

SL

Cannon said, but guidelines are needed for
the cases that do arise.
Complaints can be sent to C.A.T.S., Student Affairs or UPD but simple annoyance
complaints can be left in e-mail to Dave
Simpson, director of Computer Operations,
at dws 1 @axe.humboldt.edu.
In serious matters, “people have to do

what they feel is right,” Cannon said.
“Most of the time when people do something (inappropriate) they’re just out there
having fun. They don’t think about the consequences,” he said.
Once a student is advised inappropriate

activity must stop, Cannon said, otherwise
“we kill the account.”
But contacting the suspect and giving the

person a chance to justify their actions is
always done first. “We don’t go out there
and just cut somebody off,” he said.
“There’s a lot of discretion (in determining inappropriateness) and there always will
be. There has to be,” Cannon said.

When the policy is completed, campus
users will have to read a copy on-line before
activating their accounts.

AH5L
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Citizens discuss Simpson land donation

Proposed annexation angers residents

@ Members of the community voice
concerns over projected industrial
land development in Arcata Bottoms.
By John Conzemius
PRODUCTION MANAGER

running out of space for businesses

A proposal to annex 275 acres

into the City of Arcata, includinga

to

.

Eeonoesiet Linda L. Hausrath,
of
Oakland-based
Recht Hausrath
and Associates, said the proposed
industrial park would likely consist of small- to mid-sized manufacturers and that growth would
be largely local either from expansion or the creation of new businesses.
Hausrath estimated that about

new 72-acre industrial park, has
met considerable
ition from
residents in the last two weeks.
Residents and concerned citizens packed City Hall on Jan. 25 to
discuss concernsabouta proposed
annexation of 275 acres donated
by the Simpson Timber Co. in the
areaknownas
the Arcata Bottoms,

which includes 15 to 18 separate
property ownerships
The area is loonad within 27th
Streetand
Sun Valley Floral Farms
to the north, Janes Creek and the
Westwood neighborhood to the
eastand Simpson Timber Co. land
to the west.
Architectural consultant Rick

two to three acres a year could be

Railroad

sold once the infrastructure is developed. At that rate, she said, it
would take 15 to 25 years to sell
and it would take a few more years
after that before structures could

SOURCE:
City of Arcata

be built.

wich shops, dry cleaners and convenience stores. She estimated that
retail development is likely to take
up one or two acres of the industrial park.

“We're talking about a fairly
long-term, relatively slow pro-

Williams, of San Francisco-based

cess,” she said. “It’s not some-

Van Meter, Williams and Pollack,
said the
t between the

thing that will be built very

City of Arcata and the Simpson

Many residents, however, said

quickly.”
Hausrath said if the property

Timber Co. isto establish 72 acres
of the land for industrial or business use and the remainder would
beacombination ofresidential and
open space.
Williams said the major objectives for the city are to create future
employment opportunities because the present industrial park is

DIRK RABDAU / THE LUMBERJACK

they wanted the area to stay the
way it is.
“The sky is so dark out there
you can see every star and if you go
out at night you can hear an owl
pass you by and that’s quality of
life and that’s why we invested

were to be developed fully, Arcata
would potentially have 5,100 new
residents, on an average of three

people per

"i se + EP
gins to fill up, a small demand for
retail and commercial developmentwill
be likely, including sand-

ourselves here ..., ” said Arcata

bottoms resident Cat Koshkin.

“We don’t want urban, we don’t

want dry cleaners, we don’t want
office buildings. We don’t want
this,” she said.

Another Arcata resident expressed dismay that the city was
considering the proposition.
“I was under
the impression that
we had voted years ago to keep that
land agricultural and I don’t understand this ... It was all agricultural and it was not supposed to be
taken away.”
Arcata Bottoms resident Dana
Quillman suggested that the ques-

tion of annexing the property
should be left to the voters, not

decided by the council.
Quillman said she and three
other Arcata residents plan to ask
the council to put the proposal on
the ballot.
She said the city should look
into alternative locations for the
industrial park, including re-developing existing locations in
Arcata.
If the proposal is placed on the

See Annexation, page 15

County bicycle association seeks CalTrans grant for
wider lanes, new traffic signs, overall safety
@ Bicyclists ask for
better conditions.

to make bicycle riding safer and
he

we

Se

as he looked
out at the busy
thoroughfare
from his office
at Spencer
Engineering in
McKi
Recently,
Kelly
and
HBBCA vicepresident Rick

respect the bicycle
bay and environmentally

ws

to the car,” said

presidentand
, HBBCA
fea
engineer for the City of
McKinleyville.
Improving bicycle safety is not
an bog dae however.
“A

discourteous, unsafe bi-

cycle riders have given us all a bad

name,” he said.
It is with this stereotype of recklessness that Kelly and the other

Knapp

eeeed

SI

PO

RE

ER

spite the Humboldt Transit Authority protests concerning
poten-

tial lawsuits

from bicycles

“We realize
that everyone
can't ride a bicycle,
but we
hope that drivers
will be
aware of bicydists
and that
bicycle
lanes are not for
driving
or parking in.”

ere

-

rE
cteaneeaitiat

"The orga
zation
also
conducts

safety classes

for bicyclists
12to

*

rode

the bike lane swerves through the
right turn traffic lane with no cautionary
signs posted. Another hazard they noted is along Alliance
Road, where cars routinely
park in

EE

off into

SCOTT KELLY

at Crescentand Samoa boulevards

To

a

president
of HBBCA

their bicycles around Arcata and
noted potential hazardous spots.
At intersections such as the one

130 members of the organization
have had to contend as they push
for safety training, expanded bifacilities an ‘the promotion
of bicycle awareness.
“We realize that everyone can’t
but we hope that
ride a
drivers will be aware of bicyclists

eet

sible for putting bicycle racks on
buses and keeping them there de-

Central (Avenue),”
he said

for everyone.
tn

daughter just completed a safety

training program run by the
HBBCA.
“She’s pretty good about safety
but I still won’t
let her ride on

The Humboldt Bay Bicycle
Commuters Association is trying
enj

bicycle lanes because there are no
signs enforcing the law.
Inthe past, HBBCA
was respon-

Kelly said his six-year-old

By Les Kamm

more

and that bicycle lanes are not for
driving or parking in,” Kelly said.

all

neal

ET

een

eS

=

2

HBBCA is helping Arcata Assistant City Engineer
Brent Siemer to

craft an application for $72,000
from CalTrans.

With the City Council’s consent,
this money, along with $8,040 in
would be used
city

swe

signing existing

Bicycle lanes are not clearly marked along parts of Alliance

Road south of 11th Street and are often blocked by parked cars,

Ses Comatatete, page13 causing bicyolists to merge with traffic.
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New theater group defies tradition, gets ‘rough’
group,” he said. “They will
perform when we have open a in
our space.”

@ Rough Theatre
members labor
to break the barriers
of conventional

Upcoming events include out-

of-town performers and a produc-

tion of “Alice in Wonderland,” an
interactive theater piece reminiscent of the Screamery’s walkthrough technique. “Alice”
will be
premiering April 4 through 14.

theater, art.

“Right now this is the first time

we've ever done anything besides
the haunted house,” he said. “This
is definitely the most ambitious

project.”
About 40 people are committed
to being a part of the collective. In
exchange for the opportunity to
show their art, members help clean

the Creamery space.
Reidy said community members
can get involved by dedicating a

By Stacy Ford
(UMBERJACK
STAFF ————S—SCOC~*S

Reliving the era of Kerouac and
Cassady, jazz and poetry, coffeehouses and cool is Rough Theatre
Collective’s inspiration for “Beatnik Night” Friday and Saturday at
the Arcata Creamery.
Rough Theatre Collective, a
new performance art group led by

HSU theater graduate students

Mary Agnes Krell and Todd
Reidy, intends to become a showcase and venue for local performers and other visual artists with the
help of Pretender’s Productions
— an independent production
company that finances and facilitates
a variety oftheater, musicand
art performances at the Arcata
Creamery at 8th and L streets.
However, it does not plan on
catering to “traditional theater,”
Krell said. Performance art and
other non-traditional theater
pieces are the focus of the group.
“Theater doesn’t have to be a
musical,” Krell said. “It doesn’t
have to be something that’s going
to sell. It doesn’t have to be fluff.
“It’s important to express your-

“little bit of time and energy.”

Krell said the collective raises

> te

Members of Rough Theater Collective organize this weekend's “Beatnik Night” in addition

or $20 if they wish to become
board members.

grand opening events for later this month at their new space at the Arcata Creamery.

self artistically and to use whatever
conventions
you find and not worry
about what your audience is going

to think,” she said.

The name Rough Theatre Collective fits that bill, Krell said.

“Rough Theatre is theater that

is really direct, and really now, and
really base and really human,” she
said. “It’s all about doing what you
think people want you to do.”
It plans to feature performance
artists from Humboldt County as

much more than that,” Krell said.

es for part
in exchange
performanc

collective rather than a regular the-

time it has had a space after the
haunted house.
“We've recently leased this space
as the Pretender’s Productions

Krell said she wanted to start a

ater
because she “did not
want to be a figurehead.”

“I’m more interested in a group
of people governing themselves,”
she said.
Theconceptofformingacollective is so artists in the community
can get
er and “feed things
off each other and ideally have a
place to go and show their work,”

well as other theater productions,

Reidy said.

musicians, paintings and photography as well as other visual arts
and displays.

“The Pretender’s were kind
enough to want to work with some
of the artists in the community.”
Pretender’s Productions —
which organizes the Screamery,
Arcata’s annual haunted house —
is anon-profit organization for the

“Beatnik Night” will feature jazz

and poetry in aco!
setting
as well asa
opening showcasing local artists’ work.

“It’s called the Rough Theatre

arts.

It donates space and staffs the

Collective, but it encompasses

How many bongs
were confiscated
and
slated
for destruction

money through member fees and
grants. Members pay either $10,

of the proceeds. This is the first

Center for the Arts,” said Trevor
Guthrie, Pretender’s Productions

board member. The grand open-

ing of Pretender’s space will be

“The idea is that if you give

money
to
something there
is alittle
bit more loyalty there,” she said.

“And the people who gave the
money were the ones who actually
came down and worked.”
Krell said the Rough Theatre
Collective hopefully will also help
support Pretender’s Productions
by bringing in performance artists
from other places.

Feb. 29 through March 2.
However, she wanted to stress
“We're planning on expanding
itand becoming agallery’in our off- * the fact that art does not have to
time,” Guthrie said, “as well as

come from London, Berlin or

having productions from the
Rough Theatre Collective and
other independent artists.”
Guthrie said he was approached
by Krell about doing the collective
after this year’s haunted house and
thought it was a good idea.
“The Rough Theatre Collective

York.
“It’s aboutnow. It’s about doing
your art — whatever it is — and
doing it now,” she said. “It’s about
doing it where you are and not

waiting to get somewhere
else or to
be somewhere else.”

has become our resident theater

40 JN OV,

>

this week?
Find out in UPD

Christian College Fellowship
Thursday evening dinner meetings, 6 p.m.

Study
Music

Friendship
* Fresh Juices & Smoothies

Open to all who are interested in exploring

%* Catering
& Take out

their faith with others.

ae Vegan & Vegetarian Meals —
Northtown

Between

768 18th St. * Arcata

G &

H

826-7543

New

For more information, call:
822-1963, 822-1321, or 822-0889
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Commuters
© continued
from page 11
bicycle lanes and routes and widening the shouldersof unsafe portions of roads such as the eM
of Bayside past the
California
Highway Patrol station.

The improvements are definitely needed according to Siemer,
who states in his application,
“over
90 percent
ofthe city’s bicyle
ways
do not meet current

rans

standards. ..portions of the routes
ee been - existence since 1975
are in dire need of updating.”
All the updating in the world
will not matter if people ride
unsafely, according to Sgt. James
E. Walkerof the University Police
t.

“It doesn’t matter if bike lanes

are a mile wide if everybody is
riding the wrong way,” he said.
“People ride wearing headphones,
they ride against traffic, they ride
on the sidewalk and they're endan-

gering themselves and others.”
Arcata Mayor

agreed.
"

Carl Pellatz

ofbicyclelaws
has

always been our primary concern
and will continue to be in the future,” Pellatz said.

Many riders don’t know that it is
against the law to rideanunlicensed

bicycle in Arcata, but Kelly and

other HBBCA members are trying
to spread
the word.
“We would like to expand our
membership and in the process

teach bike safety to children and
bicycle consideration to every-

one,” Kelly said.

security, notice of regular meetings and the companionship of

who enjoy exploring the

world at a slower,
more respectful
pace.

Kelly, who sometimes rides a
50-mile, round-trip
tour to Maple
Creek, said, “Some of our mem-

bers only ride a bicycle once a
month so you don’t have to be an
avid rider to join, just a person
who appreciates
the bicycle.”

DENTISTRY
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”

a

7AY

yy

1225 B ST. 822-5105

tata
ar
t AMERA&STUDIO
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Join us for Happy Hour!
Monday-Friday 5 - 7pm

CLASS STUDENTS

Full Bar: Fine Wines

10% DISCOUNT’

In Historic Jacoby’s Storehouse
On the Plaza « Arcata

on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.

g

826-0860

LQEY>

@

$26-760* .

1021 “I" St. ARCATA
CA 95521

We now serve SUSHI
at the Depot

A DRAMATIZED REAL LIFE PRESENTATION YOU'LL NEVER FORGET!
PLAYED BEFORE CAPACITY CROWSS © CAST OF FIFTY + SOUND AND LIGHTING EFFECTS
FEBRUARY 11, 12, 13, 1996
SUNDAY thru TUESDAY - 7 P.M. NIGHTLY

Monday - Saturday
11:00 - 7:00

'e

Closed Sunday

Eureka Municipal Auditorium
Read

1120 “F” Street

Sponsored by: H.E.A.L. « Humboldt Evangelical Alliance
FREE ADMISSION

Not recommended for Children under 8

For more information call: 442-1784

786-4475 ¢ 822-0367 * 822-7668

Happy
mak:

Hour

3

oie Oran

Liquid Lunch
every week in
The Lumberjack.
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Welcome Back Students!
Northtown Art Supply ... Arcata’s only complete artists matenals store

DISCOUNT

1:.tsce

Come in and let us help you! We have your complete class list, supplies and friendly informative service.
also ,

ART

APPRECIATION SALE

January 1é through March 18

Great buys on drawing, sketch and newsprint pads,
portfolios, paints, pastels and more!
We accept

¢ VISA

e MasterCard
* DISCOVER _

ae

HOURS:

5

as
.
9:30-6:00 MONDAY-SATURDAY

12:00-4:00 ON SUNDAY

STREETS * ARCATA NIORTHTOWN

ART SUPPLY
192

MATERIALS

«©

CUSTOM

FRAMING

PN 7 pays « 822-2042

A
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© continued
from page 11
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don't realize that the people who control is by putting it in the city. push it out at one point, it sticks ministration,
with lesser amounts
lived here before

ballot, some said they don’t think
any

_ The Lumberjack

Saeed =

é eloped,1,
cal ing it a “blighted

back won't keep them from com-

and
an even lesser amount paid by

the city, they’re go-

Curtis said another community

ing here; ifthey like

the City of Arcata.

“The sky is so dark out there you can see every

lngia move here.”

soctiig
to discuss the propoeli

star and if you go out at night you can hear an

stressed that plan-

months and eharisierGed the

owl pass you by and

ber Co. representative Duane
Pearson
de- ~
#08:
fended the annexation asa logical

ity

that’
: quality of life and

that’s why we invested ourselves here CAT
...”

Tim-

KOSKIN

officials _ planned

youhavean opportunitytopartici-

anyone's sind that feels that we

citing
about this whole process.”

going to change _ pate and that’s what I think is ex-

within the next couple of

ning is in its early
stages and plenty of

meeting as positive because it
helped SS medanilins which

citizens to give in-

partici-

sees eemeies Soo Chaolly
con tie ees
However, at least one

put on the proArcata Bottoms resident posed annexation,
which may
be ter“Under the annexation process, minatedatanytimebythecouncil.

extension of the city.

I m not

outsomewhereelse.Holdingthem _ paid by the Simpson Timber Co.

Ken Curtis, community devel-

opment director, said the costsfor

pant found the meeting to be unproductive.
“The meeting
was a waste of
time. They are just putting on a
little show to make people feel

good,” said Patricia Clary, Cali-

the studies were paidforbyagrant _fornians for Alternativesto
Toxins

shouldn tdoanythingoutthere...
_ Williamsagreed,saying“growth _ from the federal government from
(but)thewayyoumaintainthemost _ is kind of a balloon which, if you the Economic Development Ad-

executive director.

Desire to help others?

a

Sensitve to a variety of lifestyles?

a

- Self-motivated?

a

Good communication skills?

=

as

if you can have these skilis and would like room
and board for exercising them, then you should
find out more about being an LGA for 1996-97.

Humboldt

University

LIVING
GROUP
ADVISOR

Applications
can be picked up in the
Housing office on the 2nd floor of the JGC. Your
completed application and letters of recommendation are due by 5 p.m., Feb. 23rd 1996.

Now is the time to get a great deal

a $150 mail-in
on an Apple® PowerBook® computer and a printer. While supplies last, you can receive
rebate when you buy any PowerBook with any qualifying Apple printer.
- Why get a PowerBook? The PowerBook continues to win praise among the industry's most
discerning critics. Why get an Apple printer? Because we have a wide selection of the most affordable models
—from our ink-jet StyleWriter®
to our powerful and highest-+ated LaserWriter® series.
So take home
the total PowerBook solution today. You'll be up and running—and
é
Authorized Reser
- printing—in minutes..Of course, the rebate’s pretty cool, too.
Monday - Thursday 7:45amFriday 7:45am

-

5:0 f

Closed Saturday & Sunday

Suall, nad

sensu

6:0 pm
it,

and Stylerit
© 1996 Apple Computer, inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Laser Writer, PowerBook,

isterd

trademarks

edhe n tetenin
of

Apple

oe

Budget Requests are due by

mene dems.

.

Computer, Inc Mail.in rebate offer valid for

are leticoned Reacher located in the
SoG ihte feeb ta eho destinies oc purchased only bum on
eilendiee mace from january 6, co
50 United States and the District of Columbia. Customers located in the U.S. must tale delivery of products during the promotional period and submit a completed coupon with valid proof of
purchase to Apple to be eligible for rebate. Rebate materials must be postmarked no later than April 17, 1996. See a participating Apple Authorized Reseller for further details
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.
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Private club is no longer gender exclusive
@ The Ingomar Club

ally be priva
club has te
tradition-

y ben composed of some of the

revokes its exclusion:*.

men

ary male-only clause.

in the
a

TAS LAMARERIAOK

as the siteformany important
busi-

After more than 45 years of an

exclusive
Eureka’s Ingomar Club
changed its policy to admit
oe a
as of Feb. 29.

The club's board of di-

rectors voted to
e its
bylaws to avoid possible le-

has

area. In fact, Rousmeauly
the mansion is

nes dels and power broking ss

sions, although members say it is
purely a place for social gatherings

aye

Pisce
ae a =
person goal set
e

to the 21 st century and recognize

*vAl ough the c
ousted its gender-specific re-

'm glad to soe they're stepping up? =

gal issues regarding gender women as imperial leaders ... |
pia
alti
}
fornia Supreme Court has think it is very appropriate and |

quirement, itis still a private
bers must be sponsored by

discrimination as the Calicracked down on the exclu-

sion of persons to private

:

ak

Weed

has

club and propective mem-

w _ established members.

applaud them for taking that step.

clubs based on both gender
and race.
been

ident

Professio
womennal
in the

ANNIE BOLICK-FLOSS
of Old Town R
f
Eurek

president o

own

as

Rotary of

community say it’s about
time the club give up its pa-

Cureka

ternalistic stance and con-

changed to facilitate the
board’s decision — “gentleman”
hasbeen replaced with“persons.”

and relaxation.

dard, the bylaws now read: “The
membership of the Ingomar Club

lowed women as guests to special
nize women as imperial leaders,”
—_eventsandoccasionallylunch.Per- _ said Annie Bolick-Floss, executive

As reported in the Times—Stan-

shall consist of persons interested
in friendship, the fine artsand athletic events.”
The Ingomar Club resides in
theCarson MansionatSecondand

M streetsandwasfoundedin 1950

with the primary purpose of pur-

chasing and restoring the 110-

year-old victorian.

_In recent years, the club has al-

sider women as powerful
and influential individuals.
“I’m glad to see they’re stepping

_up to the 21st century and recog-

hapsanticipatingachangeinpolicy _directorof Youth Educational Sercombined with an effort to raise _ vices and president of Old Town

revenue for maintenance of the
mansion, the club opened its diningroomdoorstowomenforlunch

about two months ago.

Rotary of Eureka.
“I think it is very appropriate
and I applaud them for taking that

;
2}

step,” she said.

Despite the increased hospital-

David W. Galitz, president of

ity by Ingomar Club members, a __ the Ingomar Club, was unavail- The Carson Mansion at Second and M streets in Eureka is the

woman has yet to enter the infa-

home of the 45-year-old
Ingomar Club.

able for comment.
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Options available to uninsured
dent Health Services made the following

By Nore Whitworth

statement of the number of uninsured CSU

Seeking medical attention when a student does not have health insurance can be

a frightening prospect. Fortunately HSU

and the community have resources to help
students who are either uninsured or
underinsured.
Underinsured students are those who

have high deductibles or are covered by an
HMO such as Kaiser,
which does not have a

students.
“CSU students may be the single largest
cohesive group of uninsured persons in
California,” said Stephen L. Beckley and
Associates (SLBA), consultants to the task
force in the report.
“SLBA concluded the uninsured student
populations could be as high as 30 percent
(70 percent on some campuses) of the CSU
student population,” the task force

facility in Humboldt
County.

reported.
Students who are
no longer covered
under their parents’
insurance have sev» eral options.
Associated Stu| dents presentsanin=
surance plan for

“For all intents and

purposes students are
notproperly insured up
here,” said Susan
Hansen, director of
Student Affairs.

According to Renee
Isaacson, referral coordinator at the Student
Health Center, about
half of the students at HSU have health
insurance.

“I'd say it’s about fifty-fifty,” she said. “I
give students advice on how to go to an-

other doctor,
to write their questions down.

Ido not send anyone anywhere that I do not
feel comfortable with.”

A CSU system-wide task force on Stu-

-=’

|)

HSU

students

through Monumental Life Insurance,

which about 10 percent of students use.
The insurance covers a wide variety of
injuries and sicknesses which might happen
in a student population, said Joan Tyson,
general manager for the A.S.
“The plan is not as comprehensive as an
individual plan. There are not a whole lot of
companies in student insurance,” she said.

“My goal is
to get as
much coverage (for
students)at
a reasonable price.”
The plan
offered by
the A.S. requires stu-

“For all intents and purposes students
are not properly insured up here,”
SUSAN HANSEN
director of Student Affair

dents to go

to the health center first ifat all possible, and
receive a referral from the health center for
outside care.
The Health Center requirementis waived
ifthe medical situation occurs duringa break
when the campus is closed, if the student is
more than 20 miles away or if the situation is
an emergency.
Every hospital in this area accepts the
Monumental Life plan, as do many other
hospitals and doctors in California, she said.
The A.S. office has application forms,
and payment is made by the semester or
year, Isaacson said. However a student will
pay the same price for semester coverage if
they sign up at the beginning or middle of
the semester.
“You pay the same price whether you are
covered for two days or six months,” she
said.
The plan offered by A.S. costs $149 for

the fall semester, $218 for spring/summer
and $358 for annual coverage.
The A.S. plan also does not cover any
condition a student has been treated for by
a doctor within the last six months, she

said.
“Most people don’t have a problem with
it. It’s the first time that they see a provider,” Isaacson said.

Although most student health needs can
be met at the Student Health Center, con-

ditions that require additional testing and
long-term care must be referred out into the
community.

Isaacson is responsible for referring students to providers in the community and
giving information on insurance in general.

See Insurance, page 20

Demands for counseling services increase
“I think alot of the students are coming to
school here already having problems,”
McMurray said.

By Teresa Milis

CUMBERJACK STAFF

A 35 percent increase in students visiting
- HSU’s Counseling and Psychological Services in 1995 has overwhelmed the center’s

staff, according to officials there.
Students who go to the center for help are
given one session and then referred to services in the community.
Five years ago, the center could offer up to
10 counseling sessions for students
in dis-

tress but due to budget cuts, full services are

not available.
David McMurray, director and staff psychologist for the center, said this can be a
problem because some people have no income or health insurance to receive counsel-

ing.

In addition, he said some students are
discouraged after they are told they have to

find help in the community.

“What you have are students with

amuch

deeper need for Psychological Services and
an institution less able to respond,”

McMurray said.

|

Barbara Wallace, associate director, said

in 1990 about 40 percent of the center’s
services were cut.
“Students are operating in a much less
supportive environment than they were five
years
ago,” Wallace said.
In addition, McMurray said they are getting a lot of people with different problems
that they weren't
getting in 1990 when there
were more services available.

He said the numberof students with drug
addictions or students that come from dysfunctional families has increased over the
years.

Wallace said it would help if the center
did receive the money it needs to have regular services for students, but said she’s skep-

tical that it will ever happen.
“I don’t think Psychological Services are
valued a lot,” Wallace said.

McMurray

two docto:

said the center has received

Community psychological services
Name

“To restore one new counselor is like
restoring one new professor — it’s expensive,” he said.
Webb said when cuts were made, student

services were cut more than academic affairs.
Because HSU received some additional
money from CSU, Webb said the center was
able to add the three new doctoral internships as proposed by the center’s staff.

“We were rewarded for taking in more
students than we were budgeted for,” he
said.
HSU was granted an extra $1.7 million in

which a vast majority went to academic affairs, Webb said.
Webb said he does feel it is the job of the
university to provide psychological and
counseling services, it’s just a matter of find-

ing the money for it.

See Counseling, page 20

care provider required.)

|Catholic Charities

Basic psychological

444-9611

Sliding scale

services

Medi-Cal
and insurance

$20-65

accepted

Davis House
826-3921

Adjustment disorder,

AIDS, depression, PTSD, Sliding scale
anxiety, phobias, panic
$5-25

None

and assaults

Student Affairs, said efforts have been made

to restore services to the center.

Insurance Accepted
ization from eon

Fees

Provided

interns this semester and one

will be added next fall. “But it’s one of so
many needs,” he said.
Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice president of

Services

Family Services
Center

_—

ee

ee , anxiety, ’ stress

management, couples,

Domestic violence

444-9255

Some Medi-Cal
~—

and insurance

sccepted

Free

Not applicable

Vernet Oniy
Sliding scale

822-1385

Open Door Clinic
826-8630
Planned

Parenthood
442-2961

United Indian

Health Counseling
441-3100

ee

vieianor

Supportive counseli

Medi-Cal not accepted,

“services for families” Sling scale

couples and individuals

$390-60

Walk-in pregnancy

Free

counseling only

22sic psychological
services

SOURCE: WOU Peychotagioe! Services

most ingurance except
Health Net accepted
Not applicable

olaiite tisive
jeteteane

Medi-Cal and insurance
accepted
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Dentists who dont drill the pocketbook
Wednesday, Feb. 7, 1996

@ Your mouth
might hurt but your
wallet won't.
By Andria Stone

A list of recommended dentists
is available at the Student Health
Center. Recommendations are

based
on cost and on the personal

experiences
staffand students have
had with those dentists.

The scale begins with the income range so-fess earned by a

“We have tried to compile a list
which will provide the most con-

can expect to
pay about $69

There are probably many HSU
students who are discovering that

venience for students. It is com-

for

being on their own means paying
for their own dental care, whether

they have the money for it or not.
No doubt
there are quite
a few without
dental insurance who have
decided
to
brush
and floss
once a day and
call it good.
This means

evaluations,”
said Renee Isaacson,
coordinator
for the Health Center
Referral
The
Health
Center is
also able
to examine

stu-

dents and
recommend

that paying to

an

exam

which includes
comprehensive

X-rays, and up to $92 as income
increases.
The clinics are unable to perform in-depth procedures such as
root canals and the extraction of
impacted wisdom teeth.
Prices for community dentists
in McKinleyville, Arcata, Eureka, Ferndale and Fortuna tend

to run about the same. A basic
exam without X-rays will cost

$25-$45.
However, most dentists like

ority, unless

ists
should
the student have a more severe

time patients. This adds an average of $25 for bite-wings (two
X-rays of the closed jaw) and
$75 for comprehensive X-rays.

dental problem.

A cleaning is likely to cost from

in the Phone Book) suggests dentists based on the

icloca-

tion of the patient’s home.
The Humboldt Open Door
Clinic in Arcata and the Eureka

$50-$60.

Though some dentists (including those recommended by the
HSU Health Center) offer a
monthly payment plan, most re-

Community Health Center both

quire payment-in-full at the time

offer dental treatment
at costs deter-

services are rendered, especially
for newer patients. Many allow
payment by credit card.

mined by a sliding-scale
based on
patient income and set by the state.

senior

trained in the
dental-assistant
program.
Thecostforan

surgeries, exams and the read-

ing of X-rays, all other work is

done by the students. Because it
is run by CR, treatment is avail-

able silly while school is in ses-

sion.

CR offers procedures such as
root canals and the extraction of
wisdom teeth.

Ifan emergency should arrive

when schooot is not in session,

another dentist would need to
be found. The cost would differ
depending on the —
and
the extent of wo
The serviceisa
ae.
one, —s
om don’t have
insurance,and new patients will
be accepted for the next four to

six wee

The most important aspect of

choosing a dentist is finding one

that a person is comfortable with
and even though someone hov-

ering above with a drill can be
intimidating, one should always
make his/her voice heard.

Humboldt Ambassadors

Upcoming Events
Come

© Feb 10th

check

us out

@10 AM

¢ Come help us at STUFF-IT
© Siemens Hall 211

NEEDS!

e MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

_ being

$18, $35 for a cleaning
is m
exa
and $10 for X-rays. Dentists do all

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT

° VISA

dents

DA PHILLIPS

English eee

to have full X-rays done for first-

“If it’s a choice between getting
acheck-up or buying my books for
the semester I'll, get the books. A
dentist might get upset with me
but he can’t give me an ‘F,” said
Amanda Phillips, a senior English
teacher-prep major.
Students in search of a dentist
may be confused as to where to
start among the nearly 80 dentists
listed in the Yellow Pages.

dentists
and stu-

me an ‘F.’”

special-

there is agony involved.

plied Technol-

upset
with me but he can’t give

go to a dentist

takes low pri-

a dental service through its Ap-

single-member ai
household per
month. At this “A dentist might get
level, a person

UUMBERJACK
STAFF ===—<CS—ts—“‘“‘“‘“‘“‘“‘ !

prised of dentists which are close
to campus and who give low-cost

College of the Redwoods offers

e We'll Provide the PIZZA!!
© or call ext.6180 for more info.

3rd & C Streets, Eureka ¢ (707) 444-9671

y AROMATHERAPY ¥
eevat it's best

For Valentine's Day
Y Massage Oils 9
Bath & Body Oils Y Bath Salts
Y Diffusiers Y Essential Oils 9
FICTION ¢ POETRY
POLITICS

THE WHOLE MONTH OF FEBRUARY HAS BEEN DEDICATEDTO

“WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE.”

OVER 300 PERIODICALS

Open 7 Days A Week

| 826-3928
Lumberjack Classifieds

Walk-ins welcome
open Monday- Saturday

822-5991
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Campus and community provide women's care
s any abnorIf Pap testshow

By Gates Mise

ners and doctors
are women.

vix, the Health Center can make

neracals
arrangements tohaveacolposcopy
ninc
medi
obta
Wome
of the cervix at a comvices for little or no cost both on _ brushing

campus and in the community.

Every year,

women who are

sexually active or who are 18-

magnifying device

rcentefiectiveln

poten

is about

locating

women

Another community resource for

anc

can

possibly

get

women is Planned Parenthoodin
Eureka. Planned Parenthood
of-

The first way is through the
Breast and Cervical Cancer
Control Program (BCCCP).

This

“free

years-old,
are advised to go in for

t pr

provides

breast and

cervical can-

cer, screening and diagnostic

services for low income women
who do not have access to these
services,” an information sheet

community resources patients are
cervi~ preferred to for a colposcopy
cal exam.

stated.
According to Misty Waldrop,
secretary for the North Coast

e prenatal and postnatal care
e obstetrician services

ea
counseling
rning after pill

ptnalig

“We offer all birth control: 3
M .

me

wires |

tion:

diet, cholesterol and eating disor-

mation and referrals are available

for prenatal care, adoption and

family planning services including discussion about birth control

options, she said. They offer female and male condoms.

lumps are

control refills, we make sure they

ene

are up to date,” she said.
“We also have them fill out a
in ordereto touch
question— nair

base with them on how they're
doing with their birth control,”

she said. “We try to make it easy

and be medically responsible. .

If women come in for DepoProvera testing within 12 weeks,

there is no vdditional testing
Korsower said.

test results are

ent options available to her. Infor-

*Korsower said.
The Health Center also offers

birth
ein
“When womencomfor

“(Pregnancy)

lor
counse
will discuss
with the cli-

“HIV testing is confidential but

oe

a —
sai

foun

;

to go to
ore,

she

“We havea variety of programs

for people with income restrictions,” Nickerson said. “We have

forcoan essential access p
pay of $10. Eligibility depends on

individual income levels. We also
have a Medicare worker on staff.”

HIV testing is free and anonymous.

WE SAVED

gibility.
“The BCEDP does not providea
Pap test or pelvic exam,” Waldrop
said. “The program won't except
sauce the Bye tea*

Inaddition
to these two grant programs, HODC offers physical ex-

abortion.”
Both abortion and sterilization
services are also available to

women. A

stated grant

funds are available for low or no
cost sterilization services.
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Humboldt Open-Door Clinic

The Humboldt Open-Door
Clinicis another community clinic

students are often referred to.

“We have grant money from the

state office of Family Planning,”

said Lynne Bennett a nurse practitioner at the clinic. “Women can
obtain services for no cost or low

YOU A SPACE |!

And now it’s time
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for you to fill it.

Take your pick.
call 826°4221, or come by the Associated Students

in the UC South Lounge

We accept
for delivery & pick-up

12” Medium - $1 off
» 14” La

http:

‘Lumber yack . ht imbo | dt merele

16” Family

- $2 off

- $3 off

Seenesees

not

_ © anonymous HIV testing and

available immediately and the

ders, she said.

(BCEDP).
Asummary
sheet said services will
be provided
under the BCEDP for

ity requirements for BCCCP include:

fers comprehensive family care
which includes:
¢ regular medical services

eer

The second way to obtain a free
mammogram
is through the Breast
Cancer Early Detection Program

Breast Cancer Projects, eligibil-

Gail Nickerson, executive director of NCC, said the clinic
of-

+ bead

¢ must be 18 or older
¢ have no medical insurance
or be under-insured.

a

for free, Bennett said.

Planned Parenthood

isa

munity clinic. A

© must meet income guidelines

Almost all of NCC’s practitio-

ce
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Counseling
¢ Continued ie page 17

within relationships and stress.
_ Depression is the number one

away so that it doesn’t progressively

adults, Associate Psychology Pro-

dents,” Langford said. “But we

among many college students is a

We need to be able to comfort-

le clinical problem for

“Somer

people say we

| 4

fessor Richard Langford said.
He said one cause
ofdepression

shouldn’t provide
any
health services
he

said.

don’t

“I

with that.”
Webb said
the
center Barbara Wallace
does have the
“crisis, assessment and referral”

services available for when a traumatic experience happens in the
campus community such as a suicide.
Through this service a student
may receive more continual counseling until she/he works out the
problems.
“We're trying to restore the common counseling with the internships,” Webbsaid. Commoncounseling, he said, is for problems

“Faculty can help these stu-

need Psychological Services as a
primary campus referral source.

said.
When people get into this downward movement of depression
they need to talk to someone right

health services we are compromising each student’s academic

“The future perspective has be-

agree

|

ably say, ‘You can go to Psychological Services and talk toa counselor who can provide consistent,
long-term support.”
Langford said that a distressed
student shouldn’t initially be sent
out into the community because
itis nota familiar setting to them.
“The college is the student’s
community,” he said. “They are
going to feel more comfortable
receiving help in a setting that is
familiar and one they trust.
“If students are distressed we
as a campus community need to
be able to help them,” Langford
said. “Without comprehensive

feeling ofhopelessness about their
future.

for students,”

become worse.

come a lot more clouded for college students,” Langford said.
“Socially and industrially employers are expecting a lot more out of
people.”
In addition, he said students

may begin to struggle with depression when they first move away
from home and they experience
an extreme transitional period.
“First year, first semester —
that’s where you find the higher
suicide rates and depression,” he

academic,

health

and

Lawvetee

Frisch, M.D.

‘This means
‘that
the

_

“Heth Cir doe ot prvi
treatment
on a
sry chore insta vache
betes.
HSU’s Health Center provides

mental

out-patient
services, which means
that overnight hospitalization and

Tnsurance
© Continued from page 17

Gl

Another option for students

needing long-term care with multiple follow-up appointments is
CMSP or Medi-Cal. CMSP is the
county-funded version of MediCal, which covers general medical
problems. Medi-Cal is funded by
the state and covers family care
and pregnancies, she said.
“Anybody who is low-income
and has no insurance and meets
their requirements CMSP will
pay for everything,” Isaacson
said.
CMSP and Medi-Cal requirea
lengthy application process, she
said. The County Medical Services Program can wait for six to
eight weeks while deciding if a
patient is eligible.

<3 community are aware of HSU
students and are giving them a
§ break.”
RENEE ISAACSON
referral coordinator at the Student
Health Center

“Most providers in the
community are aware of HSU
students and are giving them a
break,” she said. “None will

refuse to see a patient if the
need is urgent. Most will give
students a liberal pay-back
plan.”
Isaacson said most medical
facilities will accept payment
plans ranging $5 to $100 in

If the medical situation is ur-

gent, and the student may be eligible for CMSP or Medi-Cal, the

Clinic in Arcata offer slidingscale fees, as do the Eureka

This March you willgo sella polls to elect the next

to all in the communit
makes heryan
excellent choice."
Mark Colwell, professor, Humboldt
State University

Hinrichs.

"Joyce and I have worked together,
and I have no hesitation in supporting her

Joyce has the experience, dedication,
and commit-

RO)

annie

tain medical conditions that take
precedence over classes.”

"I strongly support Joyce. Her commitment

judge of the North Humboldt Division of the Humboldt
County Superio r & Municipal Court. The one person
who meets the needs, to do the job right, is Joyce

HARI

cate for the patients. I can get them

Clinic and the North Country

since some physicians will not
see patients up front with out
money or insurance. _

ment to make a difference in our communities. Sheis

er

Community Health Clinic and the
Humboldt County Health Public
Health Department in Eureka.
“If you pay them something,
you’re making an effort so they
generally don’t go after you,” she
said. “You just make payment arrangements — some charge interest and some don’t.
“I considered myself an advo-

monthly payments.
The Humboldt Open Door

Health Center writes a letter,

IS

“Most providers in the

as our Judge."

— firmly, honestly,

William Daniel, professor, Humboldt
State University

"Knowing Joyce personally, I see her

Joyce welcomes
your questions and invites yourto get
to know her one-on-one. You can call her at 822-0720.
You will see what others know to be true already. Joyce

connected to her children and family.
She is able to balance all aspects of her life

Hinrichs will be an excellent judge.

and does so with a lot of personal integrity."
Audrey Maynor, student/athlete,
Humboldt State University

On March
26, elect
a respected member of our
to making a
community. Elect someone committed
significant difference. Elect Joyce Hinrichs
Judge. The

The Judge for all.

judge for all.

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Joyce Himriche Judge - Marilya Lewis, Tressurer [D#951781
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Israel Vibration, Shaggy headline festival
Robert Nesta Marley. Marley

would have celebrated his Slat

birthday yesterday.
Friday, Southern Humboldt will

be rocking , the sounds of
music

yesterday and

. The Bob Marley Day Cel-

ebration at the Mateel Community

Center in Redway will feature five
hours of some of the best performers in the business.
Vocal trio Israel Vibration

.
sic toy

_
eae

mi

backed by the Roots Radics Band
will headline this year’s event. For
nearly two decades Israel Vibra-

one
the
‘saat ofwien

tion has

garnered critical
acclaim for

of the year
é

oii

its harmoni-

great live

; ~

cake

acts

and spiritual

in (Wiss)

met as

in Ja-

maica. The story of

come Sajohotsoe

came
is
unlike any other.
of the group’s members were. victims of |
polio. Due to their |®
families’

limited

re-

sources, each child

was placed in the
Mona Rehabilitation |,

cally challenging situ-

ation to supersede
their willpower and
creative abilities.

See Israel, page 22

this
owas

out

The
road
ee -

Shaggy,

seal ee

success has
been a much

|

oat aa 4

more

the globe
;

ae

: Cecil

a

life

diffi-

cult . one
however.
pence

and
tall

reer
Albert Craig

music o
the
late

|

Center where they
met. The youths never
allowed their physi-

message.

Throw

peti?

left, and

israel Vibration f+.
|
lead a reggae-fest |S
,. in Redway Friday
ioe
as the Bob Marley fags:
hits the Mateel
Community
Center.

(Apple) and

Curry adds spice to ‘Star Trek’ effects
Humboldt graduate braves ‘the final frontier’
pores lene wes conte

from a photo I took in a Laotian

designed after weapons of southeast Asia,”
he said.
Asa child, Curry was intrigued
with dip:tate cl wach

caning 2s
“For-

sides
de-

set

“But people think we punch
out a command on the computer
to produce shots. We actually still believe in the miniature camera shot.”
Curry said that seven seconds
of screen time for a space scene
takes 1,000 hours of manpower
to produce,
along time even for
a man who puts in 80-hour

weeks.
“The sacrifice
of family is difficult,” he said. “Nobody
works
nine to five in the film industry.”
An average union week,
Curry said, is a “mere” 53
hours.
“Most

think
it’s tough

when they work eight-hour
‘
Besides
effects
for “Star
7
has
worked
on more than 100
ing

“Indiana

sign
“he
Tiny boom

he

Klingon martial
debut, titled

Lt

Wor,

Dorn, goes to a Klingon
prison camp to search for his fa-

creates

spacecraft
and the
openig credits
tnd be choreogaphe al Kingon
martial
art scenes. His most pri

woapan
Ges hot hor eel

weapon
ured
in
several episodes.
“The bat'lethis
very very loosely

rey

nally
able to do matte work on

Though Curry’s face has
been used in an abstract scene

“Battlestar Galactica” and “Buck

on screen, don’t look for his

”

Curry said that his occupation
has become much easier, but

people often have the wrong idea
about the ease of his job.
“Technology has evolved immensely,” he said. “It has had a
profound
impact on things.

face to jump right out at you.
“They elchanged my face
around to look more evil than
genetics provided,” he said.

See Curry, page 22
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proves he’s ‘back in Arcata again’
@ Famed blues
guitarist shows
audience why he is |
among the best in
the business.

Curry
© Continued from page 21
Despite
his cameoappearance, Curry is much more
comfortable in his current

position.
“I much more enjoy t tell-

ing actors what to do,” he

oe eae Rrupeee®

said.
Curry does, however,

Robert Cray knows the blues,

have high aspirations
for the
future.

and everybody knew it in Van

Duser Theatre the nightoffan. 26.
ed
Cray rettourn
the North
Coast

“I want to direct a highquality, adequately-bud-

during his “Some Rainy Morning

re,” he said.

Tour” for a rousing performance
in front of a standing room only
crowd.

Theappreciative
crowd cheered
Cray through renditions of older
hits like “Right Next Door” and
recat SS

Rt

Be capes

eat

ye

Paheamaiee
cc.
me.

songs from his newest album. Cray
even added a touch of humor in
“Landlord.”
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was licensed to EMI and
brought the group international attention. Just as the

the line, “Back in Arcata

by a lack of support

again,” during “Phone Booth.”
In addition to Cray’s musical

Beas

4 rena

omer

AVE

ae 2 rent

cording in 1976 and had a
hit with “Same Song,” which

trouble keeping in its seats. Cray
did little to pacify the crowd, re-

A

“Teepe,‘Wh

|

i

nar

ee
adktert ¢ B.d

ee

Israel Vibration began re-

tar solos combined with a masterful keyboard performance by
Jimmy Pugh, the audience had

k borage

ranean. Liew
¥:
ys
ee
a

© Continued from page 21

With a plethora of exciting gui-

a

ee

:

Israel

ho

from a trouble-plagued Jamaican music industry. In

gem, his crew added a
light show that enhanced the show.

1983, the group split up and

It was with procrastination and
reluctance that the crowd left the
building following the encore.

See Shaggy, page 26
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Tolkien gone puppet: ‘Hobbit’ hits HSU
“We're tryingto reach people in
the theater with all their senses —
their eyes, earsand emotions,”
said
Andre Viens, artistic director, ina

telephone

interview

from

Montreal. “And ‘The Hobbit’ isso
famous

and classical because

Tolkien's stories are full of special
characters, full of fantastic things.

“We try to create another world

Imagine entering Tolkien's

vivid fantasy world of dwarves
and
wizards and
magi
forests with hobbit Bilbo
— complete with giant
spiders and a dragon named
Smaug.

The Montreal-based Theatre
Sans Fil will bring its puppet
production of“The Hobbit” to

that is magic,” he said. “The puppets that we use fulfill that fan“The Hobbit,” for those who
have never read the tale, tells the
story of Bilbo Baggins, a “hobbit”

or very small dwarf, who enjoys
living a peaceful life of quiet comfort until a band of dwarves — led
by Thorin — unexpectedly shows
up at his house.

Van Duzer Theatre,
but beware

The dwarves, along with the

— these are no ordinary puppets and this is no ordinary

wizard Gandalf, have elected Bilbo

show.
“The Hobbit” is brought to
life through 50 giant rod puppetsmost
ing between four

and 10 feet tall. One of the main

characters, Smaug the dragon,

stands 13 feet high by 26 feet
long and takes four of the five
puppeteers in the Theatre to

operate
Combining music, voice-

over narration and a variety of
special effects and lighting effects with the giant puppets,

to help them recapture the treasure — a ring sought after for its
power
to make the wearer invisible
— stolen by the nasty Smaug.
Bilbo’s journey takes him
through a mysterious forest, a
twisted spider’s web and through
deep underground caves confronting an array of bad characters
like
trolls, spirits and spiders.
He must compete
in riddles with
a slimy creature named Gollum
before he is able to get the ring and
restore peace to the lives of the
elves, dwarves and men.

Theatre Sans Fil — which liter-

Theatre Sans Fil brings to life
the memorable characters ofthe

ally means

prelude to the “Lord of the
Rings” trilogy.

from the Japanese Bunraku The-

(

-

oN. “

“theater without

strings” — borrowed its technique

oo

ae

39

“The Hobbit” utilizes rod puppetry, a system

ater which uses large rods to manipulate puppet arms and legs.

4

stringless puppets.

like ‘Oh my God.”

Vierns said it’s become “The

However, Theatre Sans Fil de-

Hobbit,”
because it is Tolkien and

cided to
increase
the size of
the puppets, and added special effects to create a new technique in

because it is a great show.
Levy said it’s a very different

puppetry.

ofacting from “traditional” theater
and it leaves him “gasping for air.”
“You have to make the puppet
live,” he said. “I really like it. It’s
very physical. You have to be in
great shape to run around like a
bulldozer moving all over the
stage.”
Viens, who was one of the puppeteers until 1986, said it was like
trying to reunite all the energy of

é

Viens, who founded the com-

pany in 1971 while still attending
the University du Quebec as a
drama major, said the group has
performed “The Hobbit” more
than 1,300 times since 1979 and

has performed in North and South
America, Asia and Europe and the
audiences’ reactions were usually
always the same.
“The audience is usually
amazed,” Puppeteer Michele Levy
said in a phone interview from
Montreal. “They have expressions

kind of theater and a different kind

dance, mime, acting and coordi-

nation.
“You have to try to be all together to pass all the emotions to

COURTESY
OF CENTERARTS

create one language and to cre-

ate all these magical things,”
Viens said. “You have the impression that you are a magician.”
Viens said to be a puppeteer
one needs a lot of humility to be
able to stay “in the shadow” of
the puppets and out of the spotlight and not be a part of the
“star system.”

“Our stars are the puppets,”
he said. “(The audience) cannot see the puppets. (The puppeteers) are acting, but they are
the puppets.
“The puppeteers must reach
each person in the theater and
at the same time totally disappear.”

a

Valentines
Day
& Every Day
Our commitment is to

intimacy, education and safe,
healthful pleasure. Our goal is

Oth & G - on the Plaza
822-2066
Open ‘till 9p.m. Feb. 9th

no

3

matter

how
early you get started on
a project, it always
seems to come down
to beating the clock.

kinko‘s

€ copy center

1618 G Street, Arcata ¥ (707) 822-8712

2021 Sth Street, Eureka v (707) 445-3334

Open 6 a.m. to Midnight, Every Day.

1027 I Street
Arcata, CA 95521
(707)822-6264

Valid

Sound System Rentals

7th
- 20th

VVVVOVVVVVVVVVVVVVVNY

oO

442-8390
219 Sth St. #205, Eureka

(above the Classic Gym)

Lowest Prices
in Humboldt County

Starting at $35.00 a night

Rent a quality
sound system
for your next party
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Ferndale brings ‘Imagination’ to life
After all, with the way he and his

who's overly involved in his busi-

tutely by Pamela Long) carry on,

ness affairs.
Tobesure, “An Actofthe Imagi-

wife of 20 years, Julia (played as-

ion seems non-existent. So it
would seem only natural that everyone who reads his manuscript
thinks it’s a true-to-life account

ROOM
- 6PM,

(much to Arthur’s dismay, who

nation” is a fine way to while away
a rainy afternoon or evening

ee
someone's true-to-life imagination.

claims he’s writing about someone

eOPEN 7 DAYS/NOON
- 1A.M.

who's come strictly from hisimagination.)

“TRE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOTI”

The Ferndale Repertory Theater has begun its theatrical new
year ina big way witha suspenseful
production that’s as exciting
as the
is polished.

“An Act of the

ion” isa

mystery thriller with a recipe for
suspense. Director Carol Escobar,
a veteran of the mystery genre via
the North Coast
ty The-

atre and Victorian Village Myster-

ies, has pieced together a script
with more plot twists than a

Hitchcock flick.
Writer Bernard Shaw’s story line

crackles with an acerbic wit and
features

ic words

and believable English snootiness

Heo
eA

NMg alas AS}

LT AS | ao] =

(thanks to the vocal
tics talents of dialect coach Christina
Jioras) to keep the audience on the
precipice of the theater’s velvet

seats until the final scene.
The play unfolds
like an episode
of the PBS “Mystery” series complete with Victorian Era furniture
and Martha Stewart-esque accouterments reminiscent of a 1960s
English country house.
Lead actor and Ferndale Repertory veteran Bob Wells is popular,
stoic novelist Arthur Putnam

whose latest work is a shockingly

real account of extravagantly romantic escapades between an

older, married man and a 26-yearold woman which leads everyone

to believe
itis more autobiographical than fiction.

The opening scene sets the stage
for the rest of the five-scene rollercoaster ride wherein Arthur, his

wife Julia, Simon (Arthur’s twenty-

something son from his first marriage), Arthur’s editor Holly and

friend Detective Sergeant Fred

Burchitt seek to uncover the real
motive for the novel’s steamy story
line.
“The red herrings are everywhere,” director Carol Escobar

stated in a press release, “I really
can’t say anything more about the
plot or the characters without giving it away, but like an episode of
‘Mystery’ on PBS, all the clues are
laid out for the audience. You just
have to pay attention and be surprised.”
Despite a reluctance to divulge

tioning supermodels to take
the spot that helped
Cindy Crawford to her sta-

ending, all the characters seem to
harbor a suspicious side to them
which makes uncovering the guilty
culprit that much more
nore difficult
Arthur’s wife Julia comes off as
rather matronly, powerful and unconcerned with the whole charade
and commands all the attention of
a first lady. The eccentric son
Simon, on the other hand, is a sycophant who purveysa life that’s a

Valletta, Shalom Harlow,

information for fear of ruining the

web of intrigue and indulgence,

intricately laced with a motive of
envy toward his father. |
Editor Holly Adams seems
overly interested in Arthur's suc-

cess, which poses the question as
to whether or not she’s the one

Ox
aU

Call Now!!!

COLONY INN
APARTMENTS
455 Union Sereet @ Arcata

¢ There’s a new vacancy
at the “House of Style.”
MTV is currently audi-

week

i

tus as the highest-paid
supermodel

SuperwaifKate Moss was

offered the spot, but she
didn’t want to be pinned
down to the three-year contract.
Models
Amber

Linda Evangelista, Carla
Bruni and Michelle Hicks
have all auditioned for the
role.
e If you don’t get enough
of the Batboy or bikini-clad

garbage
women while standin line at the supermarket, USA has the show for

you.

Weekly World News has
moved to TV. It airs every

ee
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.m. It will be hosted

Rating

NBC News veteran mia

of

vocals

The

System

downan old-growth forpA ag

ers have made one strange
promise — no Elvis.

around.

weight

voice-wrecking screams and
feedback.

Blake

Most of the percussion has a
Latin influence although Los

angst-ridden lyrics especially on
“Jet Black.” Of course, one could
also mention the band’shighbabe

Lobos or the Gypsy Kings
make pifiatas out ofthese
would
guys. The south-of-the-border

taste in shoes.
Fans of Sugar, Nirvana, The

“Mesa”
Cryn’.

_accents are especially heard on

factor or its members’ impeccable

Jawbreaker

Takes a Village: And Other

e Almost worth a

Us.”

clear cut.

The First Lady even ap-

peared on “Oprah” last

waeuie

tone aoe ee

week to promote it and told

take its rightful ind

she
personal tostorieslikehow
breast feed. Too

after its inception.

2

ie te

of iecpuidlcasileediniedhayibcyeals

learned

independent labels, national tours

© Let die Uaihe crew

bookstore deliver-

tures
ene _

.
;
e Crooner Pat Boone in-

tends to record an album of

and various surgeries and still
Count tein to fnich college (NYU

theirh
an a

and UCLA don’t pass just any ol”

;

heavy metal classics such as

Look for “Pat Boone in a
Metal Mood” in stores this

when

Mr. Mirainga

aoe = — skepening selections: Be very
aboutits
tical when a band talks

“Mr. Mirainga”

drinking habit more than its

MCA

Aimee Mann
“Pm With Stupid’

:
Unfortunately the coolest thing

aboutthis Arizonabandisitschoice

of CD artwork and band photo: ;
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proanand
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and fast. Under

This samba-core quartet’s selftitled debut is a follow-up to the

© Timber! Look out | duction of Rob Cavallo (Green

—

to remember

motto

hardcore slackers.).
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to Heaven.”

Cookin’

There is also a traditional

— Carrie Bell

Lessons Children Teach

“Saguarro’s

soundslike War’s “Low Rider”
on Prozac.

like should getataste ofJawbreaker
before it’s all gone.

DGC

ing in on the family values
issue with her new book, “It

and

“Grandma’s

Adolescents or other bands of the

“Dear You”

¢ Hillary Clinton is cash-

—

chords, repetitive rhythms,

Schwarzenbacharecleanandcrisp
allowing listeners to admire the

¢ Worth chopping

their weird beliefs. Produc-

use of power
to make creative

ers ‘ and make them throw their

Newman, who also hosted
“Saturday Night Live” and

wrote “Sunday Punch.”
The show will include
cameos of celebrities and

On most tracks, the band fails

getic and catchy riffs to reel listen-

a mes

Exclusive Ax

Saturday from 10:30 to 11

who missed out before.
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“Burnin’ Rubber” single from the =: see Mann isn’t a8 pissed

or 1. norrisette, but she
Day, that dog and the Muffs), “AceVentura: WhenNatureCalls”
be
to
happens

below for this bomb.

Adam Pfahler and bass- ®°undtrack.
drummer

ARNO

ist Chris Bauermeister use ener-

— Carrie Bell

It also

included on this album for those 4 see Rants & Raves, page 26

Videotape Duplications
16 mm Film Studio Editing Facility Available

Reasonable Rates
5th & G Street: Arcata

-1030

DAYS
WEDN50¢ESBeer
Progessive Starting at 8 p.m.

THURSDAYS

cibama artmmers

Ala

Sla

Long Island Iced Teas

S
FRIDAY
5

OPEN

$2.7

Frosted Cocktails

SATURDAYS

Fri

NITES!
caer t

on el0}
om iee 10:00p.m
Serving Or VD DORsUMmeaTen ORD

Happy Hour 8 p.m. to Midnight

rig? tt?

Breakfast served all day & night
Lunch from

11:30 p.m. on

Weekday Breakfast Special
Mon.- Fri.
7:00a.m.-10:00a.m.

865 9th Street * 822-2302

$2.49

Please don't drink and drive « No one under 21

1057

H STREET ¢ ARCATA ¢ 822-4650_

>
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its members moved

Ballet to perform

Rantsa@Raves|

Shaggy
to the

Richard Burrell in Kingston,
Ja-

United States to pursue solo maica, his friends christened him | ° Continued from page 25

careers and receive superior

Shaggy when he moved to Brook-

at age 18 to be with his mother.
lyn
ingon
—_ Before permanently
a career in music, Shaggy had an

medical care.
In 1989, each of the band’s
members approached Dr.
of

founder

Dread,

er different experience in

RAS

_ his life. In 1988, after a difficult
,
about solo recordings.
Records
Dr. Dread, who had been an __yearof trying to find work, Shaggy

im the U.S. Marines sd
adinirer of leet Vibeaton’s alloted

isn’t as soft as Tori Amos

hs lids Kaen esnued Gice
Madonna started making
sais Adil is bak 0 be
ak
Neddians to

Poon

Tay

Marcus Garvey, and, telling

It was not until the summer of

"put “I'm With Su-

as well as several
length albums
dub efforts. This will be the

bum “Pure Pleasure,” established
Shaggy as a force on the reggae

has room to
Carry.” She still

Nijinska’s “Les Noces,”

wl

|

“°°”
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revealing

Gydesen says the Oakland

ema

theie

set to

the famous score by Igor
Stravinsky.

Two es sh wan of one
ebrating the short Le
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since the’80sclassic“Voices
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Lauens and Pablo Picasso and
the first U.S. performance of

stori

erful

Atisae
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By Alan Workman

on the“Melrose Place”

yes

unique sound, took heed from

the words of freedom fighter _ line in the Persian Gulf War.

two

ductive side of the human epiritin

,

¢ Spanish tavern, appear in

Ballet goes to great pains in re-

searching these lost works in
order to faithfully reconstruct

them that “unity is strength,” 1993 that Shaggy had a break- | Stanton i | hacen | Oakland Ballet's performancesoF them. includes the music,
Eugene Loring Billy Theae Kid stage“Thissettings, costumes and
2 ‘oatImproved | ae
recommended that the group through hitwith“OhCarolina,”2_ | Pe
;
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cnslitiive tad til eniiite
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One of the newest voices in

appearance by longtime friend

Stupid Now” or“You Could

company 18 still under

to an artist whose nickbelongs

Tony Gold, will perform with

- Mann ails te sctiiiel:

tor, Ronn Guidi.

name comes from the cartoon,

Shaggy.
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ne Michael
MEichecd

“Scooby Doo.” Born Orville
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beauty #0 on “Veuve With

its 30th anniversary ies 2 n€
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These worksinclude
Nijinska
reconstructionof“LeTrainBleu,”
a 1924 collaboration with Darius

Milhaud, Jean Cocteau, Henri

zi

|

j,,¢4 Eugene Loring, who was
only the original choreog-

rapher but who also danced the
Billy The Kid’ is our signa-

of... ballet.” Gydesen said.

is a re“Bolero”
Niingka's from
the original

aia

998 Ida Rubenstein ballet
,-ored by Maurice Ravel.

Nijinska reconstructed the proeather wedli ee te

Though the Oakland

The Oakland Ballet wasthe first

Wednesdav
’

Copland, the Oakland Ballet

Fedfor couring
d
ballets is an important
performe

a week

915 H St, Arcata

When reconstructing “Billy

| nationally
Ballet has forestablished
itself reconinter- 1.1 dingreduction
role of Billy in the origithe historical

Oakland Ballet, the company’s re— Carrie Bell | constructing of lost or long-ago

in February.
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| works
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The Kid,” scored by Aaron
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ers and choreographers,”
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at the historical Paramount

Theatre, the company has one
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1, more than 60.000 people
.
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Picking up steam for p layoff run
@ Weekend sweep
has ‘Jacks hoping
for a post-season.

what was a very sloppy, but very
= ionally intense game.

By William Martinez
STAFF SSCS
(UMBERIACK

going to be a very p
for
the ‘Jacks at all, as Btanielous took
a 40-35 half-time lead and quickly

If the season of the HSU
women’s basketball team could be

—

described in any way, shape or
form, the term “roller coaster ride”

would immediately come to mind.

So far this season, the team has

endured both a two-game and a
three-game winning streak as well
asa three-game and a six-game losing streak.

Theride continued for the Lum-

berjacks this past weekend as the

team defeated
Cal State Stanislaus,

84-77,
and Cal State Hayward, 6867 in Northern California Athletic

Conferenceactionat
the East Gym.
With the wins, HSU (8-12, 6-3)
extended its mild winning streak
to three games and moved into a
tie for third place with Stanislaus
in the NCAC standings.
In Friday’s game, Erin Bishop
scored 20 points and Erin Wahle,
who was named NCAC player of
the week, added 17 points and 8
reboundsas
the Lumberjacks man-

aged to outlast the Warriors despite committing 29 turnovers in

t was notav

ar

rrr

penny

om

Phe

Head Coach Pam Martin sud.
At first ‘a did not seem like it was

it to 60-48 with 12:02 left in

¢ game — thanks in
Warrior guard Seeds Pte

to
he

was a thornin the side of the ‘Jacks

throughout game.
“We knew when we were down
we needed some big plays to happen,” Bishop said.
But the Jacks started to slowly
crawl back in to the game, eventu-

ally moving to within two points
when Pinto committed her fifth
personal foul with 4:32 left in the
game.
“(Itseemed like) they kind ofgot
thrown off base,” Martin said of

the Warriors when Pinto left the
game.
From then on, HSU took con-

trol, led by Bishop’s six points in
the final 3:30 and the team making
all eight ofits free throws down the
stretch to seal the win.
However, Saturday’s win was
not such an easy task for the Lumberjacks. Though
the turnover bug

See Women's Hoops Page 31

PHOTO COURTESY OF KEITH SHEFFIELD

Tami McCaniess (24) drives through the Stanislaus defense in Friday night’s 84-77 victory.

‘One-night wonders’
@ ’Jacks continue to

struggle playing on

back-to-back nights.

By Jeff Viera

SPORTSEDITOR~——S—SCSC~;737«CTC*é‘
The mysterious bug that has bit-

ten the HSU men’s basketball team

for much of the season struck again
last weekend.
Once again the ’Jacks failed to
produce a strong performance on
nights and onceagain
back-to-back
they came away with a split.
After shooting an impressive 57
percent from the field in Friday’s
97-74 victory over Stanislaus State,
the team fell flat on its face in
Saturday’s 73-61 loss to Cal State

‘Hayward.

“] guess you can say we are one-

night wonders,” Head Coach Tom

Wood said. “I’ve been here for 15

years and this is a very unique experience for me.”
The ‘Jacks have played back-tothis season.
backin 18 of 21 games
games
those
The team’s record in
is 10-8.
Of the nine “series,” HSU has
come away with a split on six of
those occasions.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KEITH SHEFFIELD

Matt Trepinek (24) holds off his opponent during Friday's action.

play bad the

second night,” Wood said. “Sometimes we play poorly in the first

game and better in the second
e.”
In Friday’s win, Toby Tollack
and Chuck Legan scored 24 and
21 points respectively to lead the
way. Eric Aitken put together a
fine performance scoring 16 and
pulling down nine rebounds.
HSU shot 61 percent in the first
half enroute to a 14 point lead at
the intermission.
The ‘Jacks cruised to the victory
as five players inall reached double
figures and all 12 players saw action.
Wood attributed his team’s win
to the fact that the second team had
been very competitive against the
first team in practice throughout
the week.
According to Wood, he was a
little disappointed that the second
team, which inherited a 20 point
lead, did not increase it to a 30

point lead and thus put the game

away.

In Saturday’s game, the ‘Jacks

missed several opportunities
in the
first half to blow the game wide
open as the players made several
ing

runs only to be matched

each time by the Pioneers.
The Jacks began the second half
with a severe scoring drought that
included
a spell of going one for
eight from the charity stripe (in-

cluding two air balls).

Before the ‘Jacks knew it,

Hayward jumped out toa 10 point
advantage and never looked back.
Vince Zinselmeir came off the
bench to hit six ofeight three pointers leading the way for the ‘Jacks
with 18 points.
who was held scoreless
throughout the entire first half, finished with 15.
“In the second half, we couldn’t
throw it into the ocean,” Wood

said. “We squandered some large
leads and we couldn’t stop anyone
it was a real emotional let down.”
HSU, whose record stands at 5-

4intheconferenceand 1 1-10 overall, will play at the College ofNotre
Dame on Friday and San Francisco State on Saturday.
After playing on the road this
weeknd, the ‘Jacks will play host in
a much anticipated match-up
against UC Davis on Feb. 16 and
then play an equally strong Chico
State the next night.
According to Wood, the team is
not giving up on a conference
crown until they are mathmatically
“(Right now) we need to solve
the ridle
of playing back-to-back,”

Wood said, adding that the team
will have walk-throughs (instead
of full-practices) on days prior to

the game to try and preserve
the
player's legs.
“Weare atloss in why itis taking
place, Wood said.”
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Adventure on water
@ Kayaking is a
way to experience
the North Coast
By Jonathan Jeisel
CUMBERJACK S1ArF_———~”——

Enjoy viewing scenery which

can’t be seen on foot, have a fascination with moving water or are
merely looking for a good thrill?
Then kayaking may be the sport
for you.
HSU students interested in

DROP-IN

learning to kayak can choose from

RECREATION

HOURS
NEW DROP-IN SCHEDULE
(for February 5 - February 11, 1996)
Basketball
Volleyball
Basketball
Kayaking
Soccer
1 Basketball
1 Volleyball
1 Badminton

@ gl
onn
a)
a

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

WestGym
WestGym
WestGym
Pool
West Gym
WestGym
WestGym
EastGym

7-9pm
7-9pm
7-9pm
7:30-9pm
7-9pm
12-2:30pm
12:15-2:45pm
2:30-5pm

Bring valid student ID
VOLLEYBALL ON THURS. FEB. 8
HAS BEEN CANCELLED

TOURNAMENTS
Up-coming tournaments for Spring 1996
MEN’S SLOW PITCH
TOURNAMENT

When:

April 4,5&6

Cost: $45 Student team

$80 Community
WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT

When:
April 20 &21
Cost: $45 Student team

$80 Community

Simmons, who will teach HSU’s

beginning classnext semester. “It's
not easy to take off on your own,
and it’s a lot more fun with an instructor.”
Thetwo-unit class, listedas REC

110, isacombination of one night’s
pool and class time a week supple-

mented by four weekend river

classes. Early sessions in the HSU
pool focus on fundamentals such
as safety, equipment and paddle
strokes. River or “lab” sessions take
pool learning to a larger body of
water.

Students who have completed
the course can move on to Inter-

big things, like the Eskimo Roll,”

said Steve Martin, a natural re-

r
avid kayaker.
esso
sources profand

“Center Activities classes are
shorter and not as intensive as the
ones directly through HSU, but

are a good way to get in slowly,”
Hays said.
Besides classes, most seasoned

kayakers maintain that continued

practice is essential.

“You need to be on the river a
lot,” said Dave Nakamura, a procoordinator for Center Activities withl0 years of kayaking
experience. “There are things you
don’t pick up in weekend class, no
matter how good it is.”
“After the classes, you should
spend time on the river with
someone who’s better than you
and try to mimic them,” Mar-

the school’s semester-long
kayaking course and a series of mediate Kayaking (REC 350) and
learn skills such as “reading the
classes from Center Activities.
“It’s
a beautiful sport
and an
incredible way to see the
world,” said Katy Hays, a “It’s a beautiful sport and an
tin said.
former professional river—
incredible
way
to
see
the
world.”
portunities for practice
rafting guide currently workKATY
HAYS
abound with the high number
ing at Adventure’s Edge in
former
river-rafting
guide
ofrunnable rivers located near
Arcata.
Arcata.
Hays was introduced to the
The Trinity River offers several
sport when she hopped into a water” and self-rescue techniques.
“The bottom line for students is excellent runs. Stretches includfriend’s kayak and tackled a stretch
of Class Three rapids (the stan- that they should be knowledge- ing Big Rock through Tish Tang,
Hawkin’s Bar to South Fork, and
dard white water classification
sys- able for Class Three water when
Hayden Flat to Cedar Flat all condone,” said Simmons.
tem runs from the beginner's Class
Those wishing for a shorter,
One to the almost-suicidal Class
For those wishing to practice
more segmented approach can try
Six).
She waited two years before Center Activities classes. Begin- without leaving Arcata or hoping
ners start with basics on flat water to meet people involved in the
kayaking
again.
in Introduction to Kayaking and sport, the HSU and Arcata Com“It was terrifying,” she comthe Pool/Roll session, and can munity pools both offer drop-in
mented. “I ended up swimming
progress
to the riverin Kayak Semi- roll sessions on Wednesday nights
almost the whole time.
nar I.
Seminar II has more on a first-come, first-served basis.
Luckily, HSU students don’t
Most avid kayakers agree that
technical river and safety skills.
have to go through the same harare cruThe River Kayak Review is offered patience and perseverance
rowing process.
for experienced boaters to brush cial to learning.
“You can cut your learning time
by receiving instruction through a up on skills.
See Kayaking, Page 30
“The classes will teach you the
knowledgeable teacher,” said Greg
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Queen of the three
@ Back from injury,

aging 11.1 pointsand
4.4 rebounds

Rocha is set on
helping team win.

letic Conference play.
The Lady Jacks are currently in
third place with a 6-3 conference
mark.

By Jeff Viera

SPORTSEDITOR

SSS

A key reason for the HSU

women’s basketball team winning
six of its last seven games is the
return of Keri Rocha.
The senior guard from Miranda
has been the Lady "Jacks primary
scorer from the perimeter since

returning from an ankle injury

which sidelined her for the major-

ity of the preseason.
“She has done an outstanding
job,” Head Coach Pam Martin

said. “With her back in the line-

up, she adds another dimension to
our game plan.”

a game in Northern California Ath-

‘ Rochawasnamed NCAC player
ofthe week Jan. 15 when she scored
a combined total of 36 points
against Chico State and UC Davis.
It was only her second and third
games since from her injury.
According to Rocha, it was
where she felt she returned to “basketball shape.”
“With

Rocha,

have

the team, Rocha said she is one of

the team’s leaders.

Rocha is shooting 42 percent

LIFI

we now

shooters on both sides of the
court,” Martin said. “It opens up
our inside game which helps give
our opponents a balanced attack.”
As one of only two seniors on
PHOTO COURTESY OF KEITH SHEFFIELD

See Rocha, Page 31

from three-point range and is aver-

Ny

Kerli Rocha (15) has not only been known for her outside shooting, but also for her strong defense.

YCLE
a“

MATADOR MOTEL
Jacuzzi Bath In The Privacy Of Your Own Room
Affordable
Rates for Parents

© $20 off any three night stay
° $10 off any two night stay
© $5 Additional off if you stay over Sunday Night
129 4TH & "“C" STREETS

¢ EUREKA, CA

For reservations call (707) 443-9751

Thursday

Night

Specials

glass

pint

pitcher

Miller High Life

$.75

$1.50

$3.50

Eel River California Climax

$1.25

$2.50

$5.50

Peach Tree Schnapps $1.00/ Shot

S

Mountain Bikes

From $259. !

TREKus
LIFE CYCLE:

1593 GST.

- ARCATA

THE COMPLETE
CYCLE OUTFITTER

- 822-7755

AN
ene) VY

Mon.

Scenee

Fri.

Anchor Steam

Bud & Henry's

&

p.m.

Ss - 8

“3 Thur.
i

2

p.m.

Ib
-

glass

pint

pitcher

$1.25
$.75

$2.25
$1.75

$5.50
$3.50

30
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° Standings

NCAC

TEAM
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UC Davis
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CSU Chico

9
6
§
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0
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6
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8
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238
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Notre Dame

1

6

41

#44

«17

«190

§667.7
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Lost7

Notre Dame

0

9

222
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300

53.1
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Lost3
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§

18

250

545

656
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000
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14

263
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Chico
of the Week: Iseth Cowan-CSU
NCAC Players
Ellen Wahle-HSU
A

Conference Results:
antl Gite
HSU 68, CSU Hayward67

UPComina Games: Te) Set at day opm,

UPCOMING games: HS) attr Dame, Fiday SPAT. Sonoma Si. 60, CSU Hayward47
'

400
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2
5
13

333
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53.1
549
70.9

18
16
10

6

CSU Chico 66, Notre Dame 62
CSU Chico 75, SF State 62

761
68.6
66.7

1000
778
667

3

Sonoma S74, CSU Haywardea

Streak
Wont8
Won2
Wont

0
2
3

CSUStenislaus

NCAC Player of the Week: Bryant Tyler-CSU Chico
Michael DeSantis-Senoma St.
‘

Def,

Of,

Pc

WL

27

Conference Results:
HSU 97, CSU Stanislaus 74
CSU Hayward 73, HSU 61

Overall

Ph

9
UC Davis
7
CSU Chico
CSU Stanislaus 6

748 Leatt
75.8 Wont

—ClCBiCiCKACiCi«H—“(<éwT

¢ Standings

;

CSU Chico 74, Notre Dame 49
CSU Chico 77, SF State 49

aus
St. 59
66, Sonoma
CSU Stanisl

Sonoma St. 82, CSU Stanislaus 65

UC Davis 61, SF State 59 (OT)
UC Davis 67, Notre Dame 50
NCAC

Average Per Game

NCAC

Leaders (All Games)

Rebounding Leaders

Rebounding Leaders

Scoring Leaders

1. Bryant Tyler (Chico)-10.3

1. Jann Thorpe (Sonoma)-12.6

1. lseth Cowan (CSU Chico-16.9

2. Bryant Tyler (Chico)-16.3
5. Chuck Legan (HSU)-14.5

2. Justis Durkee (Davis)-8.6
7. Toby Tollack (HSU)-6.7

2. Tami McCanless (HSU)-16.1
3. Angela Colombani (Stanistaus)-15.7

Minor (Hayward)-9.3
2. Yolanda
9. Ellen Wahie (HSU)-7.1

Assists Leaders

Steals Leaders

Assints Leagors

Steals Leaders

1. Rick Mayhew (HSU)-5.4
2. Jay Harrie (Chico)- 5.4
3. Danny Yoshikawa (Davis)-5.0

O°”

Average Per Game Leaders (All Games)

°

ET

1. Malcolm Tumer (Sonoma)-2.8
2. Jay Harrie (Chico)-2.4
3. Rick Mayhew (HSU)-2.0

1. Sandra Pinto (Hayward)-3.8
2. Jennifer
Gross (Davis)-3.5
3. Tami McCanless (HSU)-3.2

ES

BRCLCUUSi
ene sen

;
:

8
:

Kayak
S © Continued
from page 28

$1.25 Wash
Hot Dryers

:
;

February Specials 25% offon drop-off with student LD.

:
°

1. Shana Youngblood (Hayward)-4.5
2. Tasha Henneman (Chico)-4.7
6. Tami McCaniess (HSU)-4.1

.
1 free wash with this coupon!
3 Attended
hours- 7:45a.m. to 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. to6:00p.m.
a

en

“Goslow,” Simmonssaid. “The
real challenge is disciplining your-

Ives rolling while submerged, had similar problems in the

iia ininth-ctoven rapids.
ee I got er _

it

“Some people cha s
Eskimo Roll the very first session,”
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overturned

kayaks

in-

Eicebteak”
said. Sethe nisin
beginners must keep in _ teach someone who's willing tolis-

is

that

kayakers

today

often

ten.”

HUNAN PLAZA
is a proud sponsor

of HSU basketball!
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Coming
soon...
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including a large vegetarian
selection!
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The Lumberjack

Women’s Hoops
© Continued
from page 27
which had bitten the players in the
previous night’s game was virtugame). The
problem
for HSU this time was yet
another
opponent
player,

’s Nicole
led the
with
26 points, but the back-breakers
for HSU were her six 3-pointers,
including a long bomb with 2:02
left to make it 68-67. aii
Then the game got
wild,

in the closing seconds.
After the *Jacks’ Tami McCanless
missed a free throw, the Pioneers

brought the ball down and worked
the clock down to 15 seconds left,

a couple of opportunities
mn but missing and then getting the rebound before it got
halal out of bounds by Bishop
underneath the Hayward basket.
Things got even more interest-

ing and heart-pounding when

guard
Shana
Y
took advantage of
Ellen Wahle’s lack of awareness
and put the ball off her back and
recovered the ball under the basket before being fouled by Wahle
on the lay-up attempt.

giving the Pioneers one last
chance to setup for the winning
shot.
From there, the "Jacks setup in
a man-to-man defense with the

“It was a smart play on their part.”

Youngblood inbounded it to
Shana Cole at the top of the key.

Hayward

“I didn’t expect it,” Wahle said.

But Y
missed both
aes ae ogg then fouled Wahle

rebound, causing

Wahle to respond before things
= quickly calmed down.
“I thought it was a
hard,

intentional foul,” Wahle seid

However, not even Wahle was

immune to the epidemic of missing free throws, missing her first

shot and enabling center Jessica

Bull to get the wv

nee who then

passed it out to Youngblood.

Youngblood then attempted to

pass it to Raguskus, who was all
alone on the left side of the court,

but instead McCanless batted it

out of play with seven seconds left,

expectation

of

having

it

inbounded to Bull on the inside.

Instead, they gota surprise when

However, Cole could not get off
a good shot and McCanless
grabbed the rebound to end the

game.

Bishop scored 16 points
added seven rebounds
Wahle had 15 points and
boards to lead the "Jacks.
Next up for the Jacks are

31

Wednesday, Feb. 7, 1996

and
and
nine
Col-

lege of Notre Dame and San
Francisco State in a pair of road
games for HSU. However, Martin was cautious about looking
past both teams to Davis and
Chico the following week.
“There are no gimmes in this

Softball begins 2-0

Intern earns award

The HSU softball team
its season by sweeping a

HSU Sports Information and
former
jack
staff mem-

header from Chico State on Sat-

ber Hung P. Tsai has been se-

Freshman pitcher Erin Rathke
picked upvictoriesinbothgames
as she lead the
*Jacks toa 10-1

lected as recipient of the NCAA
Foundation/ Freedom Forum
Sports Journalism
TheJournal:
ism senior was

win in the first

D

game and a 6-4
victory in the
nightcap.
Dawn

| chosen among

|

Valenta and
Jennifer Fritz
combined for
six of HSU’s
20 hits over

both games.

HSU will host Simon Fraser in
a double header on Monday at 1
p-m. at the Arcata Sports Complex.
Simon Fraser is one of the top
teams in Canada.

90 applicants
based on his
journalism experience and
essay on Title
IX (which allows equal opportunity for
men
and
women to participate in NCAA athletics).
Tsai, will receive a $3,000

award for the next school year
and have his photo featured in
the NCAA Men’s Final Four
basketball program.

conference,” Martin said.

North Coast

Rocha
© Continued from page 28
“If I go out there and play and

practice
witha lot ofintensity, then
I believe my teammates will feed

off of it and play just as hard,”
Rocha said.
“She leads by example,” Martin

said. “Tami (McCanless) and her
are our fire on the team.”
Rocha is second on the school’s
all-time career list for three-point

field goal with 106. Her 50 three-

point baskets last year were a career-high
Rocha was a three-sport star at

South Fork High School. Rocha

was named All-County in both

volleyball and softball as well as
being named team MVP, All-

County and best defensive player.
According to Rocha, whois fivefoot-eight-inches tall, she was an
inside player in high school so she
had to learn a new position when
arriving at HSU.
“I wasn’t an outside player in
high school,” Rocha said. “But I
have always had confidence in my
shooting.”
Rocha said her defense was her
best attribute in previous seasons
and she believes (because of her
injury) she has had to rely on other
aspects of her game this year, such
as her shooting touch.
Rocha, a recreation major, is
planning to graduate next fall semester and plans to go to one of
three graduate schools (University

92 Sunny Brae Center, Arcata

of Arizona, UCLA or the Univer-

822-4958

sity of Oregon) to study sports ad-

Women’s Self Defense Classes

ministration.

While Rocha has no plans to
pursue any basketball possibilities,
sheis hoping to become an athletic
director or work for a professional
sports franchise.

She hopes tohelp lead the "Jacks
into the post season for the third
straight year.
“Personally, I'd like to finish
strong and see my teammates improve,” Rocha said.
When Rocha’s season concludes
she would like to be remembered
most for her heart.
“I was always afighter
and never
gave up,” Rocha said. “I am somebody who never wanted to lose.”

Tuesday & Wednesday Nights
Self Defense
*Self Esteem
°Self Confidence

SPECIAL

HSU

BODY

STUDENT

Classes Feb. 7 to May28

ies

COURSE
HWA RANG DO

*Only $179.00 otter expires 2-16-06

TATTOOS BY SHAWN,
WELLSCO

eWeight Control
°Physical Coordination
eMental Concentration

PIERCINGS
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OPINION

Feb. 7, 1996

Gulf War shows U.S. strength
February marks the fifth anniversary of
the Persian Gulf War.
Although most people are not aware ofit,
the Persian Gulf War, or Kuwait War as !

prefer to call it, was one of the most important wars this country
has ever waged. It
demonstrated to the world that we care
about the fate of the little countries, that our
word can be trusted, and it proved to our-

selves that we can plan and execute a task of
this magnitude and do it brilliantly.

Since 1975 the United States had been

trying to live down the debacle of Vietnam,
a war in which almost everything was done
wrong. Many of the nation’s civilian and
military leaders of the late 1980s and early
1990s had been involved in the Vietnam
War and had made a personal vow that a
war such as Vietnam would never be repeated.
One of those leaders was Gen. H.
Norman Schwarzkopf, commander of U.S.
Forces in thearea which includes the Middle
East. Not only could he communicate and
work with a diverse group of individuals
(and nations) but he was a brilliant military
commander.
Another such leader was Gen. Colin
Powell, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. In his book, “My American Journey,”
Powell discusses a set of principles he had
borrowed from former Defense Secretary
Casper Weinberger. Those principles, or
rules, are in fact tests to apply when considering the commitment of U.S. Armed forces
abroad.
¢ “Commit only if our or our allies’ vital
interests are at stake.” We embarked for
Saudi Arabia on the invitation ofKing Faud
to provide a shield against further aggression by Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. We then
assumed the leadership in removing the
aggressor from Kuwait.
e “If we commit, do so with all the re-

sources necessary to win.” This was not a
game of committing a handful of troops ata

(guest

Column

Stan Mottaz
time, continually exposing them to danger
while gradually escalating the numbers, as
was done in Vietnam.
¢ “Go in only with clear political and
military objectives.” This is the area where

aT Cami our

NesreADoMUS
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en
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HAD
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Kuwait differs most from Vietnam. There

were no clear political or military objectives in Vietnam. The military objective
was simply to remove the aggressor (Iraq)
from Kuwait. When that was done, the

objective was met!
e “Be ready to change the commitment if
the objectives change, since wars rarely
stand still.” The possibility always existed
for Hussein to renew his aggression at any
time and in any direction.
Furthermore, throughout the war diplomatic channels were left open; in fact, there
wasa constant stream of peacekeeping missions to Baghdad. The commanders were
ready for all eventualities.
e “Only take on commitments that can
gain the support of the American people
and Congress.” Our commitment in Kuwait enjoyed the greatest public support of
any war since World War II.
¢ “Commit U.S. Forces only as a last
resort.” At the same time that our armed
forces were being prepared for action, every opportunity was taken to achieve a diplomatic settlement. Hussein’s intransigence
forced the alliance to action.
Our forces were committed. We proved
to the world — and ourselves — that with a
little advance planning along with a reality
check that those six principles provide,
tasks of great magnitude can be accomplished.
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Mottaz is the director of Academic Information and Referral and the Testing Center.

Monsoon Season

Pm SHUTTIINNN NNNNGGGG GGGIN’ in the friggin’ rain
After getting bitch-slapped by mother
nature for the past three weeks, I’ve

Liquid
Lunch

accepted the fact that by the time it
stops raining I°ll be as white as Michael
Jackson’s

ass with

about

the same

amount of intellectual savvy.
This may seem a bit pessimistic, but
you have to remember that not only do
I perceive the proverbial glass of water
as being “half empty,” but the bastard
who drank the first half probably had
oral herpes. Keep this in mind if this
piece lacks the pull-down-your-pantsand-fondle-yourself enthusiasm most of
us are in need of.
I make it a point to remove the ammunition from my shotgun before watching the weather report, and I think it’s a
ood idea. If I’m going to ‘perform
irvana’s last hit,’ as they say,

there are

a lot of worse things on
to wrestle
into the media spotlight than the
weather (note, I didn’t mention Bob
Saget specifically).
also try to capitalize on the rain by
doing things that can only be done indoors. Last winter I learned how to play
solitaire and masturbate at the same time
while balancing a lighter on my nose,

and, needless to say, I’m a better person
for it.

It’s also important to remember that
it could be worse ... I can’t think of any

personal entertainment and I loved every single flush and I'll keep doing it as
long as monsoon season is here. I’m going to invite the next person who tells
me California doesn’t have enough water to go spear fishing for stray cats in
my backyard lagoon.
Ie’s not that I don’t like rain, I just
don’t like monotony. I don’t like monogamy either, but that’s another col-

specific example of a place on planet
Earth with worse weather offhand, but

I’m sure it is possible to have worse
weather than we've had so far this semester ... OK, Noah’s Ark. Your name

could be Noah and you could live on an
Ark where everyone on board has a
sexual partner except you. It’s really not
that bad.
One should also remember that there

are plenty of ae to do in the rain that
are lots of fun. Okay, again I’m short on

examples, but let’s look

at things from

an economic standpoint — people are
constantly com

laining about the water

shortage in California and

going so far

as to not flush their toilets after taking a
leak in the interest of water conservation. I'd just like everyone to know that
I flushed my toilet 6,467 times in a row
t is morning for no other reason than

umn. I'd
just like
to walk
out of my
house
one day
and see
some
sun, or
snow, or

Perhaps if we all looked to a higher
source to solve our weather woes we
could get some results. I encourage anyone who
reads this to recite a short
prayer to the entity of his/her choice:
Dear (first name of higher source),
I know I have strayed from contact
with you during the last (time since your
last confession/Barmitzvah/circumcision/baptism, etc.), but I have been ex-

I'm going to invite the next person who tells me
California doesn't have enough water to go spear
fishing for stray cats in my backyard lagoon.

hail, or
sleet, or freezing rain, or tumbleweeds,

or frogs, or locusts or killer bees or prostitutes. I could go on.

I mean, I’ve got a desert iguana that
smokes three pee a day and is on
prozac. I took off my jacket under

flourescent lights the other day and got

a third-degree sun burn.
There’s really nothing I can do about
the rain except help provide thousands
of disposable rain hats once a week, but

that’s clearly not enough.

tremely (drunk/comatose/lasy/apathetic). I am in no position to
such

demands from You, but I’m
of rain and would like to enjoy life

sick
out-

doors, rather than in a (bar/library/
opium den/halfway house/classroom.
If you grant this one request, I will
promise to never (spread social diseases/
read “Liquid Lunch”/fornicate/wake-

‘n’-bake/masturbate/beer bong/undertip) for as long as it is sunny and nice.
men.

Chrisman is a journalism senior.
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\Driving under the influence is
not worth the consequences
“You're under arrest for driving under
the influence,” said the cop as he tight-

Voice

ened the handcuffs behind my back.
The glare of the spotlights Soninsted
the white, incriminating breath coming
from sup moedi inthe wintreighe. lexpefain the whole arrest/booking and jail

How does Magic Johnson’s return affect the NBA?
“It tells the rest
of us that we can
do anything no
matter how we
feel.”

7

CHARMAINE MerceD

freshman, business administration

“I feel that it's
dangerous for
him. It'll bring
his immune
system down.” |
MEGHAN HODELL
sophomore, business administration

level he did

Column

Charles Hoey

process with a strange detachment, as if I

were only a slightly interested spectator. I
wondered what I would tell my family
when I called them for a ride in the morn-

“It's pretty
amazing he
could be out so
long and still
perform at the
wh en he left.”

Staff

red
covidtloning cath

“It’s a great
thing for
basketball, more
importantly for
HIV awareness in
RANDY BRIANS
America.”
senior, interdisciplinary
studies

“Magic is a
legend. He
proved that
against the
Warriors.”

Pages. Most charge $800 to $2000 just to
handle the case, not including court costs.
I finally found a lawyer nice enough to
ing.
lower his fee to $600, excluding
court costs.
Apart from not sleeping a wink and
After four months, I paid my insurer $50
having a headache, the worst part ofbeing
fora document stating I had liability insurin the drunk tank was knowingI had lost
ance. I went to the ever-friendly DMV,
my freedom.
where for another $100, I got my license
We were each fed a bologna sandwich
back.
with some milk. I hate milk. I don’t much
Later, my insurer informed me that I
care for bologna, but I ate it anyway. I ate
better cough up some more money or the
the skimpy, tasteless meal, if only to precompany would cancel the policy, which
vent a hangover.
would lead to the loss of my license, which
As the cell doors opened at 7 a.m. I
would lead to my loan holder foreclosing
picked up the brown paper bag containon my car. I was a risk, the company said.
ing my belongings. On the way out, we - Finally, my lawyer called me and said he
formed a single-file line and were led outhad worked a plea bargain with the district
side to the harsh morning sunlight.
attorney, his buddy of 20 years. I was fined
My brother stood there, arms crossed,
$1,300, and ordered to attend alcohol
with a “you stupid moron” look on his
school once a week for three months. The
face. I was rather hung over, even after the
classes cost $457.
bologna sandwich. We drove home in
I now pay more in insurance than in car
silence.
payments. The total cost of this experiThis incident happened during last
ence hovers around $3,000. That comes
year’s holiday season. I didn’t think I was
out to about $750 a beer. There went my
drunk, but the blood test proved me
computer and winter skiing money I had
wrong. I came back to HSU after the new
worked so hard for.
year, without a license or a picture ID.
This is not some attempt at sanctimoI flew to Southern California on my
nious preaching; just a rundown of some
court date. After hours in line, I was told
facts. Space limitations prevent a full demy case had not been filed and to come
scription of the negative consequences I
back at a later date. I explained that I lived
still deal with.
800 miles away and I could not just keep
Draw yourown conclusions. Those who
coming back until they had their act todrive buzzed ona regular basis but haven’t
gether. “Tough,” an said. I asked for
been caught will learn the hard way. Be
advice at the Public Defender’s Office,
sure of one thing: Your turn will come
but since a case had not been filed, they
someday and if you’re lucky, like I was,
could do nothing.
you won’t kill anyone in the process.
I searched for an attorney in the Yellow

Hoey is a journalism senior.

JOE WATERS
junior, psychology / English

Letters to the editor
junior, Spanish

COMPILED BY NORA WHITWORTH AND HEATHER PARKER
Lumberjack staff
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Health care concerns in

Volunteers prepare

Humboldt County

camp for winter
I want to thank several HSU students

knowledge
abo
ostalecs and Humboldt
balde County

who, as part of Community Connec-

court systems.

tions 95, came out to Pal Camp, our

liable iit Humboldt County for doing a

camp facility in Freshwater, and helped
us winterize the camp.

Did

know that a doctor is not

procedureon you without info
you
of
ent
ahead of time?
or example, the doctor
can wait —
the procedure is over before

what they did will take a week to al,
anil'a Chatnical wan put on you to close
the wounds.
Also, the fact that some doctors use
stitches instead of the chemical.
Do you know that when your doctor

tells you that you have a coadition that

needs further treatment and three other
doctors sayy you don’t have this condi-

tion and don’t need this treatment, your

doctor is not liable in our court system?

I found out the hard way.

Karen Aronson
Arcata resident

Tim Boden, Michael Moncrief, Rob-

ert Ely, Jennifer Patton, Julia Barnbaun,
Natalie Lieberman, Sara Garber and

Tung Nguyen cleaned our lodge,
cleared new camp sites, moved wood,
and did a number of hard and unpleas-

ant jobs that made the camp a safer and
cleaner place for our members.
This effort, by residence hall students, epitomizes community service.
On behalf
of the Camp Fire Boys and
Girls, thank you!

Cindy Schulz
executive director

CLASSIFIED

OO attest
OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

SALE

FOR

WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK
INTERNATIONALLY, volunteer
through Peace Corps or teach
diverse student populations here
inthe U.S.? Volunteerfor Refugee
Extention
Program and eam a unit.
Meetings Wednesdays at 5pm in
Y.E.S. House 91. See you there!

SUPRA 14.4 MODEM, hardly
used, for Mac $75 OBO;
Imagewriter, dot matrix printer for
$75 OBO. Janet, 826-3259

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Earn up to $2000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment

must sell!

available. No experience necessary.

For more information call 1-206971-3550 ext. C60472.
46
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.

teaching

background

No

or Asion

languages
required.
For
information call: (206) 971-3570

ext. J60472.

3/6

man w/50mm lens, $180; 28mm
wide lens, $75; 80-200 telezoom,
F2.8, $260; AV-1 camera, $100;
Shaun, eves. 822-7730

QUICKSILVER WETSUIT 4/3mm
size M, shoulder zippers, titanium

torso, really good condtion, $175.
Cisco 822-4934
MAC SE/30, 20mb RAM memory,
234mb hard drive, extended
keyboard

with

function

system 7.1, $400 OBO.

keys,

Leave

messageat 269-8478.

BROTHER WP3400 with monitor
and extra ribbons, $160. Call or
leave message at 822-7952.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT—
Students needed!
Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+
per month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female.

at 826-2505

NATIONAL

PARK

Forestry workers,

Call
26

JOBS.

park rangers,

firefighters, lifeguards, + volunteer
and
government
positions
available at National Parks.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Over
25,000 openings!

For more info.

call 1-206-971-3620 ext. N60472
JOBS IN PARADISE—Travel
abroad and work ata tropical beach

resort, dude ranch, or river rafting
company this summer. Excellent
benefits + bonuses. Call Resort
Employment Services (206)9713600 ext. R60471.
3/6

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over
$6 billion in public
and private
sector grants & scholarships is
now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more

info. call: 1-800-263-6495
F60471.

ext.
36

FAST FUNDRAISER — Raise
$500 in 5 days — greeks, groups,
clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,
easy — no financial obligation

(800) 862-1982 ext. 33
BEFORE

RESPONDING

to

advertisements requesting money
be sent or giving a credit card
number over the phone, you may

want to contact the local Better
Business Bureau to verify the
authenticity of the company.

The

Lumberjack
will not be responsible
for the validity of any

offerings

advertised.

.

SEA
KAYAK,
SAILING
LESSONS. Full moon and high
tide kayak events $20. Used sea

McKINLEYVILLE, ——LANE, NEW TOWNHOUSES. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, garage and

kayaks,

new
parts
and
. Adventures on the
bay. Hum-Boats 444-3048

private yard; students
may share.

CAMERAS: CANON AE1-Pauto/

286 PC w/imb RAM, math
coprocessor. two 60mb
hard
drives, monochrome monitor, star
printer, 2400 baud modem, mouse

No experience necessary.
(206)971-3510 ext A60472.

THRILLS

RENT

and extras!

$300 OBO. Call Brian

PLEASE HELP SUPPORT THE
BALLET
FOLKLORICO
de

HUMBOLDT.

Fundraising yard

sale. Be there rain or shine, 668 J
St., Arcata, Feb. 10.

SERVICES
ENJOY A MASSAGE in Arcata.
Massage relaxes muscles and
relieves tension.
Massage
transmits healing energy by caring
human contact. Foot-Reflexology.
Reidun Olsson CMP 822-7247.

LANE
HAVEN E,
McKINLEYVILL
TOWNHOUSES. 2 bedroom, 1.5
bath, covered

parking,

included. First, last and $100
. Available
April ist. 826-

private

yard on bus line, Water and
garbage paid. $525 + 600 deposit,
ane
839-1227
ROOM

FOR

RENT

in private

FOCOTATE

=A]

JUST YARDS TO THE TRINITY
RIVER, minutes to Lewiston Lake.
Fisherman's dream!
Large,
comfortable
2 bdrm mobile on 2.5+
acres. Garden, deck, —
pines, great water. Ready
for you

$55,000, by owner. 7orden- ero

residence approx. one mile from

eves.; 916-623-5062 wknds.

HSU.
Female/Grad student
prefered. $225/month includes
laundry/utilities. 822-5621

Moonrise~heres
Quality we Herbs

TA

Highest
& Herbal Products
Pomona

Lieve Pesens te Echt spctisee
¥ Massage Oils

¥ Incense

¥ Scented Soaps ¥ Beeswax Candles
¥ Books for Lovers ¥ Ginseng ¥ Rosebuds
1068

'T St.

Arcata,

CA

95521

(707)

OPEN
7 DAYS

822-5296

NEED AUTO INSURANCE? Even
if you have tickets, accidents or a
DUI we can help. Payment plans

available. Call Chuck, Dave or
Kim at 826-0624
36
iS YOUR DRINKING WATER
LOOKING
A BIT UNPALATABLE
due to the recent storms? | can
help! | offer the Muilti-Pure Drinking

Water System. Most effective filter

Loaner bikes available
513 J St. (two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

in chemical removal at the lowest
cost available. Call Mark at 444-

WON DONT I HAVE A QUNCH | WKY ARENT WC CreereRsanents

PEPPERED
WI SPONTAREGUS | YOU KNOW
ANY

2021 for more information.

NEED A SCAN?

you!

We'll do it for

Just $5 — you bring a high

density disk.

Call 826-3259

make arrangements.

to

1995 TAX RETURNS - $35 with
student ID. For both California
and Federal short form returns.
Other forms/states quoted.
30

years experience. Fran Roth, 822§835, 1593 F Street, Arcata.

Read us online!
http:/Aumberjack humboldt.edu

ML ERIS

FREE MONEY FOR STUDENTS!
Learn how to quickly and easily
obtain thousands
in private grants!
Call free recorded
message now!
(800) 640-6354
128

UNSIGNED BANDS!! WIN
$26,000 IN PRIZES! Win the

LUMBERJACK CLASSIFIED
ADS are a great way to rid yourself
of that unwanted stuff.626-3259.

thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

recording, mastering, manufacturing
& promotion of a major-

PERSONALS

quality

E-mail us!
VEDO &
AZEVEDO

851 Bayside Road, SuiteA
Arcata, CA 95521

(707) 822-7641

Call us!
826-3271

(707) 822-4551 FAX
WORMWOOD
HEADQUARTERS is giving you another
chance. Watch out for the Church
of the Holy Family, Sundays at

11am, 1757 J Street, Arcata. SCREWTAPE.

Lumberjack Classifieds work! Call our advertising office at 826-3259.

THis WEEK
Music
The Jambalaya
hosts jazz grou

/ shops

Note 4 Note Fristsalsa band

BP a pec list ag Chart
tam
Kuralt tided “Social Workers and
the Challenge of Violence World-

a.m. Friday in Gist Hall 225. The

around the world.

Christ the King Church in
McKinleyville.
The Taize ecumenical community of brother’s

to extract, preserve and concen-

by

Celtic and American
folk music
from9 to 11
Sunnyside
S

Saturdayat the
and Eatery in

No cover charge.

West hosts The New
Bandits as part of a country concert series pe
—
op
en at 8 p.m.

18 and over.

Admission is $4. Friday” *s regular
Retro Revival Show has doors
openat8 p.m. Sunday’s Club Triangle for alternative lifestyles has
doors
open at 9 p.m. Both events
are for ages 18 and over. For more

House.

runs from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Saturday at Goodwin Forum in Nelson

Admission is free. For

California Native Plants will be

given at 8 p.m. Tuesday at the
Arcata Masonic Lodge. on
Burdick of the HSU Art
ment speaks and samples local native basketry. For more information call 668-4336.

with Okla¢ Avideoconference

homa State University titled “Get

Real! What's Next for

be held from 10a.m.
will ?”
Health
to noon Tuesdayin Gist Hall 221.
Dr. Richard Keeling of the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin at Madison will
speak on health issues affecting
college students. A discussion will
follow from noon to 1:30 p.m.

Grab

information
call 444-CLUB.
¢ Humboldt

hosts Ba-

Bag

nana Spliff at 9:30 p.m. Friday

with a mix of reggae, rock ‘n’ roll

and The Grateful Dead. Cover
_ charge
is $3.

¢ Blue Moon performs
a mix of
swing, blues, boogie-woogie and

rock ‘n’ roll ata Valentine’s Day
danceat Celebration Hall in Arcata

from 7 to 10 p.m. All ages are welcome. Tickets are $6.

Todd
Thalhamer
speaks on the “Weitchpec Site:
Cleanup Resolving 35 Years of
Illegal Dumping,” at 6 p.m. today
in Science D 151, sponsored by
the Environmetal Resources Engi-

$10 students, seniorsand children.

For more information call Center
Arts at 826-3928.

Black
History
Month

Sale

Hall East. Jewlery, clothing and
other unclaimed
items will be sold.
High value items will be auctioned
at 9 a.m. Proceeds go to student

short-term loans.

¢ Gators and Crocs show their

differences at the HSU Natural

History Museum Saturday for
ages 4 to 5 from 10 to 11:30 a.m,
and ages 6 to 8 from 12:30 p.m. to
2 p.m. Crocodile puppets will be
made. Admission is $7. For more
information call 826-4479.
¢ Seconds sale of
metalwork and ceramics will be
held from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday at Celebration Hall, 1575 L
Street in Arcata, asa fund raiser for

a proposed fine arts center.
¢ Long-stemmed chocolate
roses for your Valentine are on
sale Saturday and Sunday to benefit the North Coast Rape Crisis
Team. The roses are $3 each at
tables by the Co-op and
Wildberries Marketplace
in Arcata
and Pierson Building Center and
Waremart in Eureka. An order can

also be placed by calling 443-2737.

eH
*s 17th annual Dog
Expo at Redwood Acres Fairgrounds presents feats of weight

Hardbodies Female
Oil W
at 9 p.m.
Wednesday at Club West for ages
21 and over. Tickets
are $8 at the
door. For more information call
444-CLUB.
¢ The Oakland Ballet performs
at 8 p.m. Fridayin the Van Duzer
Theatre. The p
includes
Eugene Loring’s “Billy the Kid”
a reconstruction of “Bolero.”

Tickets are $17 general, $13 stu-

dents and seniors. For more information call Center Arts at 8263928.
e “An Actofthe Imagination,”
a murder mystery “whodunit” set
in England in the early ’60s, plays
at the Ferndale Repertory Theatre
at 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Tickets are $6 to $10.
For more information call 725BEST.
e “Conversations of my Mothers,” a play about the lives of five
women spanning 100 years plays
at 2 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays at the North Coast Repertory Theatre through Feb. 17.
Tickets are $7 to $9. A matinee
plays at 2 p.m. Sunday. Advance
tickets are available at The Works

CLT

“Black Expressions,” an
evening of poetry and song written and interpreted by African
American students will be held
Wendesday at 6 p.m. in Music
Room 130. Free admission.
¢ The North vs. South All-Star
Basketball
Game and Slam Dunk
Contest starts at 7 p.m. Friday in
the East Gym. The student teams
compete for fun asa fund raiser for
Black History Month activities.
Admission is $3, $2 with student

I.D. Onecanned
food item is worth
$1 off admission.

¢ A tribute to African Ameri-

can films runs at 6:30 p.m. Monday in Founders Hall 118. Movies
being considered include “The
Inkwell” and “Sparkle.” Free admission.

¢ Top names in black music
appear at 6 p.m. weeknights
through February in on-line chat
sessions at “Club Noir” on the
World Wide Web. Scheduled
guests include Seal on Wednesday, Aaron Neville on Friday and
Barry White on Valentines Day.
Tune in at http://www.loci.com/
HO/events/nbe/clubnoir.html.

=~ Cooking Classes

:: Potatoes, Potatoes,.

Mini Storage
Featuring...

eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies

180 F Street « Arcata *
822-2200
(800) 655-0522

eAnda

CA/

S.

February 21

2

Cajun Cooking

<

St

924 9th st. across from Co-op
826-1516
Ask for Bob

|

a

Mediterranean

March 1300

Calendar
items by Friday
Nelson
Hall East 6
Fax: 826-5921

E-mail:

thejack@axe.humbokitedu
ee

|

March 7

20%...

on everything to students
with valid ID.

oS

Breadmaking

eQOversized materials for the artist

¢Complete archival material source

Potatoes
February 28

¢Mini Max Gallery Frames
in all photo sizes

eSgeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed

Si

46

ery in Arcata. Open mic poetry
runs 7 to 9 p.m. and Fauxbia performs jazz at 9
Admissionis
$2. Formorei
ion call 8227373.
¢ Word O° Mouth performs

tion call 839-0987.
¢ UPD Found

more information call 826-3551.
¢ A talk on Yurok Basketry
with

Ad-

"57

9th Street, next to the O Id Cream-

the Arcata Sports

mission is $2 general, $1 students.
For more information call 826-

For more informa-

for future use will be held Sunday
10:30 a.m. to noon at the CCAT

University at 1 p.m. Tuesday at

“lf 3

at the Pre-

tenders
Center for the Arts, 1251

ight.

¢ HSU Women’s
Softball plays
British Columbia’s
Simon Frasier

forms at 7 p.m. Ti
at Van
Duzer Theatre. J.R.R. Tolkien’s
fantasy world comes to life with a
mix of puppetry, special effects,
original musicand voice-over narration. Tickets are $15 general,

casi

Friday and

trate natural medicines of plants

i Pail

reservations call 442-6278.
¢ The Canadian Puppet
Company's “The Hobbit” per-

bah

jazz and poetry

¢ A herbal tincture workshop

eee ae

is
your
athome. For morei
444-3862.

in Eureka and Bayshore Mall. For

takihe

by 9 p.m. Cover charges aver$4-5. For more information
822-4766.
Pretenders Productions pre-

session will look at solutions and
strategies to reducing violence

sledding and obedience
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
. More
than 30
will be at attention

Feb. 7, 1996

Seiko

rive
age
call
¢

For more information call 826-

$357.
¢ A Taize prayer service
will be
held 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Fridayat

wide”
will beheldfrom 10to 11:30

voting. Times vary, expect to ar-

¢ Warren Miller's film “Endos Winter”flog at 7:30 p.m.
ednesday and Thursday inbe
Kate Buchanan Room. Ski lovers
are treated to nonstop skiing footage set to music.
ie. Admission’ is $5.

Ww

__.

&

The Lumberjack

Vednesday, Feb. 7, 1996
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ye af tlealthSPORTL

V

For 4 Months

NO INITIATION FEE
None, Zero, Nada (It's FREE!)
$31 per month after

TTT RINT

UR

aT)
Street

>

HealthSPORT features a heated five lane lap pool ¢ weight room ¢ huge hot tub «
cardiovascular area * two racquetball courts * massage * physical therapy * sports lounge
with a giant TV ° youth center ¢ child carespace. We feature: indoor volleyball
basketball « large, spacious locker rooms with a dry sauna and steam room in each.

Samoa Bivd.

: yf yp Z : : : :

Check out our Web Site at WWW. neuroscape. com/ hsport

PRIVATE OUTDOOR

HOT TUBS « TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS ¢ INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS

e
e
e
e

:

OPEN EVERY DAY

-,.=\"

rrr

CAPPUCCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

INCLUDING

TT

ar LULL
)

:

HOLIDAYS

Sun - Thurnoon
s: to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to | am
e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «

CORNER
os

Sth & J. ARCATA #

CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

